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Title word cross-reference

1 [ARV+18, FFG+18, SPE+17a, VMR+19]. 2 [MF16b]. 3
[CFM+15, LJS+16a, LJS+16b, MF16b, NKH+19, NPC17,
PHK+17, PSL+17, SPJ+15, TYD+15, VZB+19]. 4
[HHM15, JJB+19, KT15a, KT15b, NMN+15]. 5 [DZB+18]. 6 [Les13o].
[BBH+15, CWL+17, CNC+18, MPMP+16, OBV+15, WZG+17, WRG+15],
2+ [CCQ+18, CBM+16, LE16, MPMP+16, MWSM18, MWSM19, MPW+19,
RGOS+16, SZL+16, Sor17, SBP+16, WZG+17, WWT18].
[Cle55, JHHH+16, DL+11, LCD+15, DZG+16]. 2
[Fzyy+15, G12D+15, XWZ+15]. 3
[NC+19, DR19, SKZ+18a, Yud19]. 22 [JG+17]. 3
[BBH+15, BKG+15, BAGM+16, CST+16, CHI+15, CKS+15, DR16,
FFBRCA+18, FRP+17, GSP+18, HDA+17, KT15a, KT15b, LBC+17,
LBV+17, MB17a, MSS+17, NNK+15, PAC+15, Qi17, RKK+18, STR+18,
SSV+18, SFZ+17, TTU+17, WZG+18, WIS+17, YTGA+16, ZT15].
[ACG+17, ARV+18, BAGM17, CHS+17, CSG+15, CIK+17, DVS+17, DKA+16, FWL+17, FVF+16, GBD+18, HAK+15, JLB+18, JJB+19, Les15u, LJ17b, LDR+19, LSS+15, LLC+17, MA17, MSS+17, PhHS+16, PTK16, PLH18, PW19, PAC+15, RRM+17, Sho15s, SPJ+15, SHVO+18, SLG+18, TSK+18, TSK+19, VXF+15, WWZ+18, WEQ+15, WGHE+18, XWZ+15, XMJ+19, XTT+18, YYZ+15, ZT15]. \( \beta _{1-42} \{ \text{QYC}+17 \}. \delta \) [DVS+17, GSD+15, RKK+18, WDM+15]. \( \gamma \) [CKS+15, IZZ+18, cLNF+16, LDR+19, LBV+17, MSS+17, MSL16, SVD+15, Sho15-68, SKZ+18b]. \( \kappa \) [Hu15, LAMACE+17, MCS+15, YGMR+17, ZLG+15, dVGO+16]. \( \mu \) [NEW+17].


/H [MPMP+16].


2 [BBBS+16, BVR+17, CLV17, CLO+19, DMS+15, DKA+16, EMRS+18, EPF+16, FVF+16, GCC+18, KMK+17a, KMK+17b, NWD+19, WWZ+17].

2/SETDB1 [DMG+19]. 200 [HBWY+18]. 203 [LCM+16].

3 [BVR+17, DDAR+16, HBDW+15, KSM+18, LRBB15, Les15t, LCZ+16, MNL+16, Sho16b, WKM+15, KMLG+15, KMLG+16]. 3-dependent [ACG+17]. 3-independent [PAC+15]. 34 [LLL+18]. 3a [KCB+16]. 3p [HZH+15].

5 [RHC+16, LWH+18, SNGO16]. 5-bisphosphate [GCJ+15]. 5'-Inositol [RHC+16]. 51 [OMKM16]. 53BP1 [LDU+16, BCMM+19, Can19, LCD+17, MAK+16]. 5P [JJW+17].

6 [ABPS17, CIS+17, CYL+18, dVGO+16]. 60S [BMW+18]. 65 [DMG+19]. 6a [CYT+18]. 6B [SXT+16].

7 [CSC+15, Sho15-34]. 7/ [ZLG+15]. 70/110 [PXN18].

8 [GLSS+15b, GLSS+15a, KKP+17, SKZ+18a]. 84 [SJ+16].

actions [MSE+17, vHGD+15]. activate [LMPG+15, PYO+18]. activated [CCS+19, GSP+18, GSM+15, NWFY15, WHS+19, WIS+17, YWW+17, YNN+18]. activates [BNB+15, CZZ+15, IBG+15, LM15, MSK+18, MCL+15, TJJF18, WFOA+15]. 

**Activating** [PHKY+17, SENL+15, YHG+17]. activation [AGGSF+16, APS+17, AIS+18, BLG+15, Bob17, BLZ+15, CWL+17, CPCR+15, CLBB+15, DPH+18, DCO+12, DCO+16, FTAB+15, GBD+18, GLC+19, GAS+15, HMM+19, HB16, HLEM+18, IKK+18, KSL+17, LH15, LS18, LWH+18, LBV+17, MMW+19, MAK+16, MCS+15, MCGC+15, MJSB+16, NP+15, PLS+15, PTMP+15, SV16, SBRG18, SK16b, SQC+16, SS18, TNP+15, TF16, TGGQ+17, UFT+15, VXF+15, WG16, WX+18, WWZ+18, WWZ+17, Woo18, WKW+15, YTL+15, dIRHM+18]. activator [BC19, GSJK+18, GTD+18, ODH+19, RYS+15].

**Active** [HLST+19, SHVO+18, CL19, GBB+19, KMK+17a, KMK+17b, cLNF+16, MWT+16, NHA+19, SES+19]. Activity [GSS+17, BMS+17, CIK+17, CYL+18, DKM+15, ESS+17, FKL+18a, FKL+18b, GHG+17, GBD+18, GLJ+17, GLS+15, HZH+15, HCN+15, IKK+18, KBB+15, KBB+16, LJ17a, LRBB+15, Log17, LWF+15, MKD+18, MpDN+17, MCL+15, RGM+16, SSH+15, TBJ+17, TF19, VMR+19, WDM+15, ZAT+19, ZAT+17].

anomalies

anti-rabbit

AATP17, CTS

amplifies

antioxidative

allow

BSP16, DSC+18.

along

[BRH+16, FMS+19, iNLM+19, OM19, ZGZ+15]. alive [FV17].

allow [BSP16, DSC+18]. allows [BGH18, ITN+17]. Alm1 [SPGB+17].

along [BJL+18, GTMZ+15, Sho15a].

ALS-associated [MCH+18].

ALS-linked [CGBD+17]. Altan [Pow15a]. alterations [CYH+16].

Altered [YBZ+18, YKO+16]. Altering [LTRW15, GM16, WCL+18]. alternate

[Sho15-47]. Alternative [RYS+15, Cas17a, GDL+15, VLZ15]. alters

[MGJ+16, OBS+17]. Alushin [O’D19b]. Alzheimer [HHS18]. amazing

[Sed16d]. AMD [JERL+15]. AMD-like [JERL+15]. ameliorates

(CKM+16]. AMIGO2 [PLS+15]. amino

[CNRR+17, MF18, PKKB17, YPY+15, vLvdKR18]. amino-acid

[vLvdKR18]. amoeboid [TG17]. among [LS18]. AMPA

[BNB+15, FRP+17, HZH+15]. amphiphatic [CWCG19, HGF+18]. AMPK

[GLJ+17]. Amplification [DN16, DRL+19, DSH+18, LMC+18, RMS+18].

amplifies [LRM+19, Sho15e]. amyloid [GWF17]. Ana [Sil16a]. Ana-Maria

[Sil16a]. Ana2 [MBG+18a]. analogs [KSM+17]. Analysis [NP15, SKG+16,

AATP17, CTS+18, DSC+18, GSC+16, HKK+19, JSB+18, KBB+17,

NDC+19, QPZ+17, RLS18a, RLS18b, SSdLA+15, UBR+17, WMK+16].

analyzing [BMP+18]. anaphase [CKKG17, FMS+19, JHF+15, KBBW19,

KMLG+15, KMLG+16, KJTY19, LWZ+19, WV18b]. anaphase-promoting

[KJTY19]. anaphylaxis [MDC+16]. anastasis [SGB+17]. anchor

[KY15, KL17, LM15, Les15e, PL5+15, PD19, Sho16d, LGH+18]. anchorage

[LS+18]. anchored [LKE15, SLAR+16]. anchoring

[CWCG15, SWC+17, SDP+15a, SDP+15b]. anchors

[NDRJ15, PKC+16, SER+15, YIT15]. ancient [vGWC+18]. Andrea

[Cas17b]. Andrew [Mar17]. anemia [MCOGD+17]. Aneuploidy

[RMB+18]. angiogenesis [LLC+17, PL5+15, Sho15-71, TCD+15].

Angiomotin [WQD+18]. angulin [SLM+15]. angulin-1 [SLM+15]. anillin

[PUTM15, AGL+15]. animals [MSE+17]. animated [Nel17]. anisotropic


anomalies [MSLK+18]. antagonism [MOJ16]. antagonistic

[ED17, KD17a]. antagonistically [LRS+17]. Anti

[TG19, OBS+17, PBG18, PSCS16, SG17]. anti-adipogenic [OBS+17].

anti-fission [PSCS16]. Anti-mitotic [TG19]. anti-mouse [PBG18].

anti-rabbit [PBG18]. anti-resection [SG17]. antisense [PST18].

antigen-presenting [ST17]. antigens [PLD17]. antimicrobial [CYT+18].

antioxidative [HGG+17]. antisense [PST18]. Antonina [Spe17b]. AP
Apical-directed \[NiYT^{+16}\]. Apically \[ZDSM^{+18}\]. apicosome \[RMOG^{17}, \ TST^{+17}\]. apoptosis \[PCK^{+17}, \ PCP^{17}, \ VZFG^{+18}\]. apoptotic \[CWZ^{15}, \ DCB^{+15}, \ OMKM^{16}, \ Sho^{15-70}, \ SGB^{+17}, \ WV^{18a}, \ YHG^{+17}\]. apoptotic/senescent \[DCB^{+15}\]. App \[Sho^{15d}, \ BG^{18}\]. assembles \[HDA^{+17}, \ PhH^{+16}\]. arrests \[LDU^{+16}\]. art \[Inf^{18a}, \ Sed^{15r}\]. Art1 \[LHT^{+19}\]. ARTD1-mediated \[HGA^{+17}\]. arteriogenic \[VCD^{+15}\]. ASAR \[PST^{18}\]. ASB7 \[UOT^{+16}\]. ASC \[BS^{17a}, \ KST^{+17a}, \ KST^{+17b}\]. Asp \[IG^{15}, \ SZF^{+15}\]. aspects \[Sch^{15}\]. Aspergillus \[SMOO^{17}\]. assay \[BDLB^{15}, \ GRU^{18}\]. assemble \[GP^{+18}, \ SRT^{+18}, \ SJL^{+19}\]. assembled \[LHA^{+15}\]. assembles \[CB^{+15}, \ KLS^{+19}, \ RB^{+17}, \ WD^{+17}\]. assembles \[LOG^{15}, \ VLP^{+15}\]. Assembly \[GFH^{+16}, \ MCM^{+17}, \ SV^{+16}, \ AMS^{+17}, \ ACG^{+17}, \ BPH^{+15}, \ BT^{+16}, \ BUV^{+17}, \ BMW^{+18}, \ BNKB^{15}, \ BCS^{+17}, \ CHS^{+17}, \ CM^{16}, \ CDG^{+18}, \ CSC^{+15}, \ CED^{+15}, \ CPB^{+16}, \ DN^{17}, \ FML^{+17}, \ GF^{+16}, \ GB^{+17}, \ GSKL^{+18}, \ GCJ^{+15}, \ GSD^{+15}, \ GHS^{+16a}, \ GHS^{+16b}, \ GFWG^{15}, \ HK^{+15}, \ HBS^{+15}, \ HM^{19}, \ IW^{+16}, \ JBE^{+17}, \ KBC^{+16}, \ KY^{+15}, \ KWB^{+15}, \ KL^{17}, \ KD^{17b}, \ LFK^{+17a}, \ LXR^{+15}, \ MBG^{+18a}, \ MCL^{+15}, \ OSR^{+15}, \ PKS^{+19}, \ PD^{19}, \ PCP^{17}, \ PMP^{+17}, \ RLJ^{+17}, \ RGR^{+18}, \ RO^{18}, \ SSD^{+15}, \ SHW^{+17}, \ SRI^{+19}, \ SSP^{15}, \ SSR^{+17}, \ Sho^{15r}, \ Sho^{15-58}, \ Sho^{16-31}, \ TT^{19}, \ VPD^{+16}, \ VQ^{17}, \ WFS^{15}, \ Woo^{18}, \ YLW^{+15}, \ YAHH^{15}, \ ZNR^{+18}\]. assess \[MTC^{17}\]. Assessing \[Sho^{15d}, \ BG^{18}\]. assists \[SPW^{15}\]. associate \[KPA^{+16}, \ NKR^{+19}\]. associated \[AIK^{+16}, \ ACG^{+17}, \ BPH^{+18}, \ BBM^{+16}, \ CSF^{+17}, \ CSF^{+18}, \ DLH^{+19}, \ EAW^{+17}, \ GLS^{+15}, \ GG^{16}, \ HK^{+17}, \ HV^{17}, \ JNW^{15}, \ KWB^{+15}, \ LEM^{17}, \ LSJ^{15}, \ LZC^{+15}, \ Lov^{18}, \ MGJ^{+16}, \ SPE^{+17a}, \ WLJ^{16}, \ CNA^{+17}, \ MCH^{+18}\].
avoid [BGH18, FdSR+17, FTDC17, NHG+18, zLSSS+18].
associations [CCH+17]. aster [DBG+15]. Asterless
[GGFR16, Sho15e, KGN+15]. asters [Sho16j, TKM16]. astral [KNPC16].
astrocytes [SQc+16]. Astrocytic [HS16]. Asymmetric
[PSw+15, SXX+19, AZ19, BCF+17, CILX+17, CKX+16, JDZ+16, KZW+18, 
OWW+19, PUTM15, VY18]. Asymmetrically [BGJ+16]. asymmetry
[RSw+15]. ataxia [DLH+19, MNL+16]. Ataxin [MLN+16, Sho16b].
Ataxin-3 [MLN+16, Sho16b]. ATF4 [KVt+17, QPZ+17, Sho17a]. ATG
[MLJ+16, SD16b]. ATG2 [Kti19, VY19, GSRG+18]. Atg2-dependent
[GSGG+18]. Atg5 [NWY15]. Atg8 [KJF+18, NPU+16]. ATG8s [Mar16a].
Autophagosomal [CHH15a, Sho15-28]. Atypical
[BGH18, FdSR+17]. atrophy [MSK+19]. attachment
[ASZ+18, DRWM17, FD18, KD17b]. attenuating [SBP+16]. attraction
[Sho16-28]. Atypical [MGJ+16, GAS+15]. auditory
[LMD+16, PCM16]. augments [DGS+18]. Augmin [DRL+19, SKZ+18b]. Aurora
[ASZ+18, BCS+17, BBW16, CDT+17, EJK+16, HLEM+18, IJK+16, 
IgK+16, MK+18, PTMP+15, RGM+16, RSG+15, Sed15b, TW+17, Wao18].
autoimmunity [dSGG+16]. Autoinhibition [KYN+18]. autointegration
[HSK+19]. Automated [BFKD19]. autonomous [CHH15a].
autonomously [WYHG17]. Autophagic [TGG+19, LT+17].
Autophagosome [MNL+18, BPL+18, SKN19]. Autophagosome
[ZZ19, BPL+18, GRU18, HM19, JKB+19, Kti19, MSV+19, MHI+18, NPU+16, 
VY19, WTC+19, IYF+16, WZS+19]. autophagosomes
[ZZ19, BPL+18, GRU18, HM19, JKB+19, Kti19, MSV+19, MHI+18, NPU+16, 
VY19, WTC+19, IYF+16, WZS+19]. Autophagy
[GL+18a, MTTG18, VV17, WYHG17, CD18, CVH+16, GSCIL+15, 
GTD+18, HSZ+18, KSG+16, KJC+15, LLAC18a, LLAC18b, Mar16a, 
MLJ+16, MOS+18, NCE+16, PP+16, SRRG18, SE19, Sho15x, SD16b, 
TCP+15, TCC+16, VTC+16, VMP16, WTS17, WCY+16a, WCY+16b, 
gXX+15, gXNg+16, ZZ16, ZZW19]. autophagy-deficient
[WCY+16a, WCY+16b]. autophagy-dependent [KSG+16].
autophagy-related [CD18]. Auwerx [Inf18c]. availability
[AR18, PPKB17]. available [Ava18]. avenues [MG18]. avidity [GPD+19].
avoid [ML15b, RM16, Sho16z]. avoiding [JW19]. award [Sho16a]. away
[Bra16, RAh17, VHB18]. axis [EPF16, hHMM+17, LDU+16, MBS+18]. Axon
[BBW16, AWS+16, DKK+15, FFG+18, FSP+15, GKGK16, HR16, IYP+18, 
KCC+19, KBT+15, LZH+18, MVV+16, MS+17, PC17, SEMP15, XTT+18, 
ZAT+19, ZYL+16, vBMG+15]. Axonal [ZZ19, Sho15b, BBW16, CDT+19, 
GHD+17, GWF17, NNI17, NWD+19, OPA+19, Roy16, Sed15r, VXF+15,
BFOA15, WTSA17, WRH+16, YKO+16, ZZW+19]. axoneme
[SPPD15, VPD+16, ZHP+19]. axons [GTW+15, Sho15a].

B

[FKO+18, Sho15g, ST17, ASZ+18, EJK+16, Hu15, JGCAC+15, LAMACE+17, Les15o, MCS+15, MCG+15, OSK+15, PLD17, RGM+16, RSG+15, SDI+19, Sed15f, TCP+18, TWD+17, WXC+18, ZLG+15, dVGO+16]. B-dependent [LAMACE+17]. B1 [BHS+16, LTR+18, SNC+18, dVGO+16]. B2 [LTR+18].

B3 [KBKW19, LWZ+19]. B55 [MBG+18b, CHB+16]. BACE1 [LDR+19].

Back [TL17, X16, Jor16g, JGCAC+15, Sho15x]. Back-to-back [X16].

bacteria [BLL15, CSM17]. bacterial [BHD17, ISK+15, TLMG+15, VQ17].

Badovinac [Pow15]. BAF [KL19]. BAG3 [ALY+17]. BAIAP3
[Sor17, ZIM+17]. BAK [CLV17, iHMM+17]. balance
[DCB+15, EMRS+18, Mes16, Sed15o, Sho16l, SAO+17]. Balanced [Les15b].

balances [MTGG18]. Balancing [Wil15, TF19]. Balla [O’D18c]. bang
[FLG+18, TNK18, Jan18]. Bao [O’D18a]. Bao-Liang [O’D18a]. BAR
[KJON+17, SE19, SZK+19, UMC+15, UMC+17, WYV+19, WMB+15]. Bard
[Bar16e]. barrel [JLB+18, WEO+15]. Barres [AD18]. barrier
[HSK+19, JK+19, KHR17, KSM+18, KBB+15, KBB+16, MRRGB+16, Sho15-40, SSE18, SLM+15, TCD+15]. barrier-to-autointegration
[HSK+19]. Barriers [TG15, HNF+18, Les16d, TE15]. BARs [SDHC17].

Basal [LSMZ+18, BGI+16, GBRH+16, PVP+1, RDH+19]. based
[DATI18, FLML17, HH16, ISK+15, JKA+15, KSM+17, RGS+16, THG19].

basement [CPB+16]. basic [Sho16c]. basis [ATRG19, GFV+15, MKA+17].

basket [Les16h, NCC+16, SBR+15]. baton [O’D18d]. Bayonets [ZB19].

BBF2H7 [ITN+17]. BBSome [YNN18]. Bcl [CLV17]. Bcl-2 [CLV17].

BDNF [BLZ+15, FTA+15, ODH+19]. BDNF-signaling [ODH+19]. be
[Bar16h, LFWK15]. BEACH [LLW+17]. BEACH-containing [LLW+17].

beacon [PH16]. Bear [Cas16b]. Beata [Inf18a]. beating [BGF+16].

becomes [Sor17]. before [LMC+18, SSRG18]. Beginning [Ger15]. behave
[Les15b]. behavior [CRZ+16, IBG+15, Wil15]. behind [OM19]. Ben
[AD18]. bending [TBJ+17]. bent [MOM+18]. best [NA16]. bet
[DAG+15, vHGD+15]. BethAnn [IO18]. better [Les15b, NA16]. Between
[Lov18, ABF+16, FBD+19, BDLB15, CANG+17, CKS+15, CCH+17, GSRG+18, HGL+17, Inf18a, KTK+18, MGSO+18, PMRM+17, SLW+18, SGC+17, SZR+15, TE15, UDH+16, VGB+17]. Beyond [CD18, DR16, Gar15a].


Bidirectional [BMF+18, RFG+19]. bifurcated [CKGV+17]. big
[FB15, FLG+18, FA16, MC15, Jan18, TNK18]. Bin1 [NiYT+16]. binders
[HCML15]. Binding

[MCL+15, BHB+18, BDLB15, BPW15, Bob17, BS17b, CCQ+18, CHB+15, FCB+09, FCB+19, GHH+16, GDB+15, GLC+19, HKM+15, KGN+15, KDV+15, MDOS19, OL'T+19, PKC+16, QCC+19, RSC+19, SER+15, SMK+18, SG17, SYM+18, WV18b, HSN+16, NlD+18, NPO+17, YLND+16].

C [KWB +15, CMM +15, CAI +15, HESKK15a, HESKK15b, MRWM18, NL16, RGR +18, SER +15, YTL15, ZCL +15]. **C-terminal** [NL16, SER +15].

C-tubule [RGR +18]. C. [AGL +15, BNKB15, CSC +15, KMLG +15, KMLG +16, LPGB16, Les16d, MRMM18, PMRM17, SFG +17, SSPD15, SSR +17, TNP +15, YHG +17]. **C2** [ZJ1 +17]. Ca [CCQ +18, CBM +16, LE16, MPMP +16, MWSM18, MWSM19, MPW +19, RGOS +16, SIZ +16, Ser17, SBP +16, WZG +17, WWT18]. **CA3** [BLZ +15]. Cab45 [CBM +16]. cables [SHW +17]. **Cadherin** [KNL +17, Sho15i, Bhu15a, CHI +15, KLS +19, PBL +16, SDP +15a, SDP +15b, SXT16, BMC15, CBH +15, DsvNA +15a, DsvNA +15b, GBD +18, GDB +15, HLLFG15, JKD +19, RMS +18, Sho15v, VHB18]. **Cadherin-6B** [SXT16].

KZW+18, KPEJ17, KNL+17, LAMACE+17, LDM15, LLK+17, LR18]. cell
[LCM+16, LL17, LK17, Lj17b, LLZ+19, LBD18, LDMW+15, LWF+15,
MBS+18, MRGWB+16, MLR+16, MMW+19, Mar15, MOJ16, MCD+19,
MXS17, MHG+19, May15, MPMP16, MGA19, MKD+18, MJSB16, MF16b,
MDC+16, MHY+16, NKP+15, NAFM+17, NLBA+15, O’DI17c, O’DI19e,
OKN+16, OBY+15, OSK+15, PLG+15, PLS+15, PAC+15, PSC+15,
PKC+17, PBL+16, PLD+15, QCC+19, RHC+16, RHPH+18, RGOS+16,
RBZ18, RLM+15, RM16, RSS15, SPH+19, SIW+18, SM16, SBS+18, SXT16,
Schi19, Sch17b, SSDP15, SSC+19, SQ15, Sed15e, Sed15t, SK16b, SS19, She15,
Sho15g, Sho15g-62, Sho16a, SAT+17, SKG17, SR17a, SK18a, SHR17,
ST17, SBC+16a, SBC+16b, SAK+18, SNB+18, SDF+15a, SDF+15b,
SGB+17, SYK+17, TH18, THG19, THA+16, TB16, TG17, TMK18, TCD+15,
Tf18, UMC+15, UMC+17, UGHB+16, VRK+17, VTG+16, VY18, VLZ15].
cell [VZFG+18, WG16, WZC+15, WXC+18, WYHG17, WSDY17, WCL+18,
WPA+18, WFS15, Wil15, WV18a, WRGB+15, gXNG+15, gXNG+16,
YYZ+15, YH15, YGW+17, YHG+17, YLND+16, ZTR+17, ZAAN17,
ZDSM+18, ZCL+15, dFEvW+15, vHGD+15, vS15, Hal15]. Cell-cycle
[MKA+19, AGGSF+16]. cell-derived [ASPY+16]. Cell-free
[JSB+18, Sho18a, WFS15]. cell-to-cell [MOJ16]. Cells
[Sho16d, ALY+17, BMM+19, BRACA+16, Bl19, BPS+15, BUPC19,
CAK16, CPCtR+15, CIN+18, CSG+15, CMTH+15, CEM+15, Col18,
CDF+18, DMC+16, DSC+18, DMH+15, DVS+17, ESS+17, FWL+17, FC19,
FKL+18a, FKL+18b, FJ17, GBRH15, GLL+18a, GLL+18b, GCVAGS+18,
GN18, GAS+18, Haw18, HHT+16, HKK+19, HKT+17, HMC+16, IGK+16,
Inf18b, IBG+15, JNW15, KF18, KKP+17, KdBKvdK15, KOIT+16, Les15p,
Les15o, Les15r, Les15y, LT18, MTN+16, MB17a, MA17, MHA+16, MWSM18,
MWSM19, MpDN+17, MPN+18, N1YT+16, Nie19, OSW+17, O’DI17a,
OCS15, OPP+18, OFP+19, Ott16, PW19, PKN+15, PHKY17, PMW18,
PBS+16, PCM16, PMG+17, Pow16b, QSZ+17a, QSZ+17b, RMB+18,
RZS+15, RMS+18, RMTR17, SDI+19, STR+18, SS16, SZF+15, SSH+15,
Sed15l, Sed15m, Sho15-29, Sho15-70, Sho16i, Sho16j, Sho16v, Sho16w,
Sho17g, Sho17q, Sho18d, SRT+18, SSEO18, SKG+16, SKO+15, ST17]. cells
[SAK+18, SCP+17, SHO+15-74, SMN+16, TGJ+17, TCP+18, TST+17,
TBL+15, TCWM18, TS15b, TSJ+15, TSC+15, TALR+19, TSK+18, TSK+19,
UDH+16, VBI+18a, VBJ+18b, VPD+16, VAKB+18, VKJ+15, VZFG+18,
WCY+16a, WCY+16b, WKM+15, WHB+18, XMJ+19, XTS+15, YYM+18,
YTTH+17, YLW+15, YHS+15, ZDM+15, ZJM+17, ZGDS+16, ZZMC+15,
ZCH+18, dVGO+16, vV17a, SW18]. Cellular
[BMS+17, Bea16, Blu15b, BOL17, FCB+09, FCB+19, FA16, GY18, GF16,
HF15, KHS+16, KJH18, KBJ16, LZ16, LDR+19, Mar17, MRM18, MSvO17,
Pow15g, RC15, SMB17, TGCO15, Tar15]. CENP
[BGH18, KWB+15, LRS+17, LM16, LBB+15, MHS+15, NAFM+17, WFS15].
[AUTM16, LZ16, Sho16j, CM16]. centering
SBC+16a, SBC+16b, SMN+16, WCL+18, ZTR+17. collude [DR19]. colonic
[AMT+15]. columnae [LDM17]. columns [CED+15]. come
[Jor16d, O’D19b, Sho16-33]. comes [KB16, WS18]. Comestibles [MA17].
Coming [FC16]. command [LZ16, LS16]. command-and-control [LZ16].
commandeers [Sho15-41]. COMMD9 [LKM+15b, Sho15-41].
COMMD9-dependent [LKM+15b]. commitment
[CANG+17, Col18, DSSF+15, Sho15-69, SQB+15]. communicate [ML15b].
compaction [EGY+19, FMS+19, KP18]. compartment [VV17b].
Compartmentalization [LPGB16, AWS+16]. Compartmentalizing
[JBMM16]. compartments [CZW+18, CXZ+18, KMBO+15, KJ16].
compensate [LTC+18]. compensation [Göm17]. compete
[DAT18, SG17, Sho16y]. competence [WWW+18, YVIMS18].
Competitive [BDK+18]. complete [Bob17]. completion [SOP+16].
complex [BPW15, CWG15, CGPB17, CGY+19, CTI+19, CRA+19, CBF+18,
Con16, CSC+15, CBH+15, DOA+17, DQB+16, DWI+17b, EEE+16,
FTDC17, GFVA+15, GPS+17, GBM+15, HK15, HHS+16, IFDB18,
JRH+16, KHRL17, KCB+16, KMLG+15, KMLG+16, KJTY19, KSM+18,
LPRW17, LRBB15, Les15g, LHA+15, LKE15, cLNF+16, LDR+19, LTRW15,
Mes16, MKA+17, MDC+16, NNNH15, NDRJ15, NGG+16, NIS+16, RPMC+16,
RGM+16, SCNTC+18, SZF+15, SMC+15, Sho15c, Sho15-31, Sho15-43,
SHO+18g, SKZ+18b, SBC+16a, SBC+16b, SMOO17, TJF18, TE15,
TRM+16, VGB+17, WSP+18, YLW+15, YIT15, ZNR+18].
complex-dependent [NIS+16]. complexes
[ACRM17, DMD19, KPA+16, KNL+17, LPRW17, LTC+16, LR18, LBJ+19,
MSL16, RGM18, RND+17, Sho15-51]. Complexin [SES+19]. complexity
[Sho15c, Spe17b]. component [MC+17, MST+15, TBJ+17]. components
[AKTR18, CGY+19, MSK+18, SPGB+17, WF15]. composed [MYT+16].
composition [HHS+16, IZBH+17, KBB+15, KBB+16, SOH18].
Comprehensive [HKK+19]. compression [KS17]. compromises [XIZ+18].
Computer [FLS+16, GLS+17]. concatenation [BLPV+17]. concentrates
[DBG+15]. Concentrating [ML15a, TTC+16]. concept [MBT16].
Concerted [MSE+17, vHGD+15]. concurrently [IYF+16]. condensation
[KPA+16, MH15, SPK+18]. condensin [Ger18]. Condensins
[MHH18, WHP+18]. conditions [DTW+16, KP18]. conducted [VKJ+15].
cone [BFPD19, CG16, IYP+18, WRH+16]. confer [YGM+17]. confers
[PTK16]. confinement [GBD+18, HH16, SMN+16].
confinement-dependent [GBD+18]. conflicts [UDH+16]. conformation
[DTW+16, OBS+17, SMK+18]. Conformational [FSB+15, WHL17].
conformer [WWZ+18]. conformer-specific [WWZ+18]. Congressing
[ACRM17]. congression [MHSD+15, SMF+15]. conjugates
[KJ16, PAM+16]. connecting [DER+18, TSB+18, FKO+18]. connection
[MW17]. connectivity [DOH+17]. connects [SD19, TLMG+15]. connexin
[KDM+18]. connexin-43 [KDM+18]. consequences [MG18]. conservation
[DW17, SD17]. conserved [BHS+16, COGP15, CRZ+16, DBS18, DZL+15,
Constitutive [HKT+17, KWB+15]. constituent [RDN+19].

Constraining [CLBB15]. constraining [CJS+18, Jan18, MMW+19, RHH+18]. construction [Gen17], consult [Sho17b]. contact [BDK+18, CMMB+15, FKL+18a, FKL+18b, GSRG+18, GKGK16, GBM+15, KBJ+16, KLHC+18, MKD+18, MYN+17, PHA+17, SA19, SZ17a, SKZ+18a, SDP+15a, SDP+15b, VMR+19].

Contraction [CMMB+15]. contacts [AEP+17, DLH+19, DPGS+18, DSS+15, GY18, MS19a, MS19b, MCT+15, SBS+18, Sho15-30, SK18b, SSL+19, VRM+19].

Contain [CST+17, KdBKvdK15]. containing [LB+19, NDRJ15, TCP+15, ZJM+17, LLW+17]. content [HAK+15, SZZS18]. contractile [MSK+18, SOP+16, WMB+15].

Contractility [KT15a, KT15b, NWP+16, Wu17]. contraction [CHP+17, FTAB+15, GKC+17, JhZbYmP15, MX+16, TY16]. contractions [MRMM18]. contribute [GCZ+19, HNF+18, Mar16a, SFG+17, SKN19]. contributes [LXR+15, SMK+18]. Contribution [NEW+17, VPD+16]. contributions [ECAB+16].

Control [AH+18, DWH+17a, LLW+15, SPK+18, AZS+15, BCH+17, BPS+16, CD18, CBAP+17, Can17, CS16b, CE16, CED+15, DPGS+18, DSSF+15, DZB+18, FG15, GFJR16, GSKL+18, GN18, GSM+15, GCC+18, HGC+19, HMM15, HCN+15, HCS+18, HB18, IM16, LL17, LOG15, Les15x, LZ16, LFK+17b, LVG+18, MKA+19, INLM+19, NCG+16, PXN18, PL+15, RLM+15, SSM+18, SZE19, SG18a, SG18b, SLAR+16, SK18b, TWD+17, UBBSM15, VW18a, YHS+15, YLND+16, vdVFM+17]. controlled [ABF+16, MCM+17, RLJ+17, TJMM+18, WF15, vHGD+15]. controlling [CST+16, DCM+17, DLBMA+15, SPMM+17, SHH+16, WBHN18, WWZ+17].

Controls [ALLA18, CW17, CIK+17, CCLL17, CLL+16, CSYB+17, CRA+19, CKKG17, CHB+16, Das17, DCA+15, DLT+18, FBBRCA+18, FVF+16, FC19, GDB+17, GPPJ+18, GCJ+15, GCH15, HKH16, HAK+15, HQW15, HPW+17, HKT+17, HDA+17, HAR+15, JPF+16, KCB+16, KKP+17, KSM+18, LSFC16, LLC+17, LTS+17, LDG+15, MRGBW+16, MpDN+17, MDC+16, NHG+18, OTG+18, OSK+15, PLS+15, PSC+15, PAM+16, PST18, PMG+17, PKK17, QJP+17, RHPH+18, RBM+19, RSvW+15, SDI+19, SHW+17, SVD+15, SS+15, SEP15, SYM+18, SKZ+18a, SDP+15a, SDP+15b, SYK+17, TCD+15, WYHG17, WQD+18, WV18b, ZJM+17, ZDSM+18].

Convene [Kon17]. convention [Sle16]. converge [HMC+16, RM16].

Conversion [CW17, LJIS+16, LJS+16b]. converts [RY+15, WWY+18].

Cooperate [BCS+17, DAG+15, SNOBM16, Shoy16y]. cooperates [LLS+18, RAS+19, SES+19]. cooperating [WRV15]. cooperation [Mar17].

Coordinate [CAKL16, CWZ+15, PUTM15]. Coordinated [LZC+15, HTK+16, LCD+17]. coordinately [HBWY18, MKS17, PPK+16]. coordinates [BCM+18, GBRH15, LLW+17, MF18, MKD+18, NiYT+16, RMMS+17, SJJ+19, YSM+17]. Coordinating [Jor16c]. coordination [CZP16, MCGM15a, MCGM15b]. cop [Sho16-27]. COPII
[Far16, Gli17, GYK+17, RBP+17, SKN19]. **COPPI-coated** [GYK+17].

**COPPI-dependent** [Far16]. **cord** [CBAP+17]. **core** [NNH17, PTK16, ZJM+17]. **Coronin** [HBDW+15]. **corrals** [LTG+18].

correct [DLM+15, IKRMN16]. **Correction** [BP19a, CSF+18, DMH+15, DCO+16, FLN+16, FLG+19, FCB+19, FKL+18a, GKK16a, GHS16a, KT15a, KMK+17a, KM18a, KMLG+16, KBB+16, KOV+16a, KST+17a, LLAC18b, LJS+16a, MS19a, MSW+17, MWSM19, QSZ+17a, RLS18a, SG18a, SBC+16a, TSK+19, VB1+18a, WCY+16a, gXNG+16, XRH+18a]. **Correlative** [XRH+18b, XRH+18a]. **Coutictin** [GM16, SHH+16, HQW15, KBT+15].
cortex [MSK+18, YKKB17].

**Cortical** [JDZ+16, AOL+18, CMBM+15, CSA19, DOH+17, GM18, KL17, LM15, LSGM18, NLS+18, NDRJ15, OKN+16, Sho15-33, YVIMS18].

cotranslational [WYoS17]. count [PCM16]. counteracting [BCMM+19, PMHB17]. couple [VGA+15]. coupled [BSP16, FdSR+17, IdSCB+16, PhHS+16].
couples [CHI+15, KT15a, KT15b, TZC+15]. **Coupling** [ASPY+16, AB18, DV16, FSB+15, LHB+18, POE+16, SBP+16, YKO+16, YBZ+18, Cas17a]. course [Les15o]. coverage [Les16a]. covered [KL19]. **CP110** [PM15]. **CRACker** [SD19]. **CRACR2a** [WHS+19]. cranial [HB18]. created [LNS+19]. creates [HAPC+19, OKN+16]. creation [LNS+19]. crest [HB18, MBS+17, SXT16, SMN+16]. **CRHR1** [IdSCB+16]. crime [CB16].

crinophagy [CLH+18, Sho18b]. **CRIPTO** [LFT+16]. crisis [BHS18].

**CRISPI** [EMB+15]. **CRISPR** [LYO15, MTN+16, MHI+18, Sho16-35].

**CRISPR-Cas9** [MTN+16]. crustae [OMKM16, Sho16p, TBJ+17].
critical [CWL+17, DB15a, LLW+15, LNH+15, OKY+16, PBG+15, RBC+17, TYD+15, UFT+15, Zhu17]. critically [IdSCB+16]. **CRL2** [BHS+16, Bra16].

**CRMP** [YKKB17]. **CRMP-1** [YKKB17]. cross [AHS+18, MBT16, SZR+15, TF16, WB18, ZAT+17]. cross-linker [AHS+18].
crowd [GN18]. crowding [SPWM15, SZK+19].
crucial [FKO+18, NPU+16, RPMC+16, Sho16p, WEQ+15].

**Crumbs** [DK17, PMRMS17, Sho15-61, VLZ15]. **Cryo** [HV+19, SAB+18, HGL+17].

**Cryo-EM** [HV+19]. **cryotomography** [NDC+19]. Cs [O’D16a]. **cTAGE5** [FWL+17, SNOBM16]. **CTD** [EJK+16]. CtIP [ABGG16].
cues [Bro16, BJL+18]. **Cul4** [PNE+19]. Cullin [KSM+18]. Cullin-3 [KSM+18].
cultures [MF16b]. curbs [HLST19]. curvature [BJO+16, CWCG19, DWH+17a, JDG16, LMM16, McM19, SHR17, XIZ+18].
curved [MOM+18]. cut [Rab17]. Cutting [BP19a, BP19b, CGT16].

**CXCL10** [NLH+19]. **CXCR4** [BKII+15]. **cycle** [AGGSF+16, CEM+15, GP17, HGC+19, JAHH18, LSPC16, MTC+19, MHG+19, MGA19, MKA+19, NAEMF+17, OLL+17, SLW+18, SNB+18, TH18, WG16, YYM+18, ZB18]. cycle-dependent [LSPC16, OLL+17]. Cyclin [KBKW19, LTC+18, LWZ+19, SHC+18, ZYA+17, BHS+16, GMTL18].
LTC+18], cyclin-dependent [GMTL18]. Cycling [TY16, ABF+16, DDAR+16, ZZ16]. cytogenesis [DSH+18], cytocortex [TNK18]. cytogenetic [SWD+19]. cytogenetic-scale [SWD+19].
cytohesin [RSC+19], cytohesin-1 [RSC+19], cytogenesis [ABP+19, DPS+18, DOH+17, DKR+19, JDZ+16, LSPC16, MSK+18, Pol17, RBC+17, SOP+16, SWC+17]. Cytokinetic [Sho16f, CHN17, CWL+16, WG16]. cytological [CZW+18].

degeneration [BBW16, Qi17, WFOA15, WTSA17]. Degradation [BMM+19, gXNG+15, YDM+18, BHS+16, DCM+17, KDM+18, KJTY19, LH19, LTB+17, MTGG18, MOS+18, MKR+18, Nie19, POE+16, PMP+17, SPGB+17, STR+18, SIO+16, TGK+19, UOT+16, WWZ+17, WLJ16, YHG+17, gXNG+16]. degrades [WLJ18]. degrading [MB15].
degranulation [MDC+16]. degron [HESKK15a, HESKK15b]. Dejana [Pow16a]. Dekker [O’D16a]. delamination [SR17a]. delays [CSG+15, GCL+15, KMRD+16, Ver18]. deletion [FWL+17]. Delineating...
[Cas16b]. deliver [Sho17g]. delivers [MLMF16, Sho17e]. delivery
[BNB+15, DMS+15, FC16, ISK+15, Lin15, PM18, Sho15-57, SHO+15-74].
Delta [Sho16o]. demand [HSK+16]. demethylase
[GCA+17, Pri17, UBBM15]. demonstrates [SLD+15]. Demystifying
[Sed15f]. dendrite [KYN+18, NC18]. dendrite-specific [KYN+18].
dendrites [Bro19, GSS+17]. Dendritic [Nie19, PM18, BSL+15, BJL+18,
CPCm+15, CBBB15, FTS+19, GSS+17, ISL+18, LMR+17, LLL+15, LSS+15,
OPS+18, Qi17, Sch17a, SSH+15, TTU+17, VRK+17, WQD+18, YDM+18].
DENND2B [IBG+15]. Dense [ASM+15, Sho15m, NNNH17, ZJM+17].
dense-core [ZJM+17]. density [JPC+17]. Dent [Sed16e]. dependencies
[SSdLA+15]. dependent
[ASZ+18, AZS+15, APHH+19, AOL+18, AWL18, APS+17, ACG+17,
ACRM17, AIS+18, CPBG19, CKX+16, CMMB+15, CRS+17, CBM+16,
DQB+16, DLM+15, DMH+15, DKA+16, DLBMA+15, DCF+17, EEE+16,
Far16, FBPN+18, FdAV+17, GDD+15, GTW+15, GBD+18, GLJ+17,
GMTL18, GLC+19, GSRG+18, GSS+17, GWF17, HBBG17, HBDD+15,
HZH+15, JJJW17, KTT15a, KTT15b, KSG+16, LAMACE+17, LHR+15, LOG15,
LMR+17, LSPC16, LKM+15b, LGH+18, LDP+15, MTC+19, MPH+15,
MCMM+15a, MCGM+15b, MLMF16, MFM18, MGC+15, MDC+16, NIS+16,
OMK+17, OMKM16, OLL+17, QYC+17, SPD+17, SSL+17, SSH+15,
SDHCl7, Sor17, SJJ+19, TBK+16, WFOA15, WZG+17, WW16, WF15,
YTL15, YDM+18, YSR+18, ZAT+19, ZWZ+19, ZCL+15]. depends
[CMB+18, JNS+19, RSC+19]. DepHining [Ham18]. dephosphorylation
[CHB+16, LHT+19, PS16]. depletion
[CCS+19, GLSS+15b, GLSS+15a, HDA+17, MLJ+16, PTMP+15].
depolymerase [BRH+16]. depolymerization [ARV+18]. depolymerizing
[VGA+15]. deposition [KS17, LSPC16]. deprived [HSK+16]. derived
[AKTR18, ASPY+16, DMC+16, JUH+16, SCL+16]. Designing [JW19].
desmin [ARV+18]. Desmolplakin [KDM+18, AZS+15, Les15f].
desmosomes [Sho16h]. destined [MRK+18]. destruction [NOS+15].
Detaching [Lac19]. detachment [ACRM17]. detect [DRW17]. detected
[XTT+18]. determinants [EBMW+18, UKIK15, VRK+17, VRM+19].
determination [LLS+18]. determined [BYUJ17, OCS15]. determines
[CGBD+17, HPB19, JOJG16, MW+16, PhHS+16, RGS+16, SRI+19,
WXC+18, WCY+16a, WCY+16b]. Determining [PS16]. Detyrosinated
[MSV+19]. detyrosination [YCSJ+17]. Deubiquitinating
[RDH+19, YLW+15]. Deursen [Pow15d]. developing
[CIS+17, DGS+18, MRO+15, MLR+16, SCL+16]. development
[DSH+18, GJFR16, GFIH+16, HGC+19, HKG+18, HCN+15, KV+17,
LLS+16, LMR+17, LXX+17, OWV+19, PSC+15, RGR+18, SM16, Sho15-50,
SCP+15, SLG+18, THG19, TS15a, ZWW+19, dVGO+16, vS15].
development-specific [GFH+16]. Developmental
[SJJ+19, DD18, DSSF+15, ITN+17, She15]. developmentally [CLH+18].
devices [EVL16]. DGCR8 [CSYB+17]. Dia1 [FBPN+18].
Dia1-dependent [FBPN+18]. diabetes [PW19]. diabetic
[CIK+17, ZPT+15]. diacidic [CGBD+17]. Dialogue [CANG+17].
Diaphanous [LM16]. diaphragms [CRPSC+19]. DICER [CR18, BSP+17].
DICER- [CR18]. Dickkopf [DMC+16]. Dickkopf-related [DMC+16].
dictates [GB18, Sho15a]. differences [HGL+17, LS18]. Different
[IdSCB+16, DTW+16, HCS+18, LDM17, PKC+16, RGMM18]. Differential
[CM18, MSS+17, AB18, BLG+15, GAS+18, OKN+16]. differentially
[GLT+18b, HGC+19, KLHC+18, NLBA+15, ZPT+15]. differentiation
[BMP+18, BMS+17, CWL+17, CSG+15, CEM+15, CRK+17, DSC+18,
DAG+15, EPF16, GCH15, GCC+18, MSL16, OBY+15, PAM+16, RSCR15,
Sed15c, Sho16c, SQB+15, UGH+16, WYHG17, YGW+17, ZGDS+16,
diFeW+15]. digested [LS16]. Digging [TG17]. dimensions [SB17]. dimer [WMH+18].
Dimerization [Sho15a, WBL+15]. dimers [MB17a]. dine [TS15b]. DIP
[NWD+19]. DIP-2 [NWD+19]. diploid [YYM+18]. direct
[CYT+18, FRP+17, JKA+15, KTK+18, KMJ+18, PBL+19, WMB+15].
Directed [HLW+15, SW18, CEM+15, DRL+19, FLN+10, FLN+16,
NiYT+16, YTH+17, YVM18, GSD+15]. directing [YGW+17]. directional
[EAW+17]. directionality [CLL+16]. directly
[ALY+17, BBSA+16, DOA+17, SKZ+18b, vBMC+15]. directs
[APS+17, HLHFG15, KDA+18, SHR17]. disables [PSCS16]. disaggregate
[OSCS15]. disassembles [SAK+18]. disassembly
[IBFDB18, LDG+15, WW16, WMH+18]. disc [MG17, Pug15]. Discrete
[CAKL16, MTC+19]. Discs [DSA15, FLG+18, SPD+17]. Disease
[HV17, CS16b, DLH+19, HHS18, KJH18, NPC17, SS19, TS15a, VV17b].
Disease-associated [HV17]. diseases
[HPE+19, KM17, KM18a, MB17b, VZ17]. disjunction [RSG+15].
dismutases [WBNH18]. disordered [BA18, SZK+19]. dispensable
[SPD15, SSR+17]. dispersal [SDW+19]. dispersion [RSG+15]. displays
[TBJ+17]. disrupt [YCSJ+17]. Disrupted [Sho16b]. disrupting
[ZWW+19]. disrupts [DSH+18]. dissection [MP17a]. dissemination
[SSE18]. distal [DER+18]. distance [MTC+19, MS19a]. MS19b].
distance-dependent [MTC+19]. distant [BLL15]. Distinct
[AFXS16, BPSK+16, BSP16, GDV19, CGPB17, CKKG17, DDAR+16,
HKH16, KGN+15, LPRW17, LTG+18, MSE+17, MSL16, RGMM18, SSL+17,
SPWM15, SHVO+18, VLP+15, WWZ+18]. distinction [LDP+15].
distinguish [PCK+17]. distorting [TSFP+15]. distribution [SYM+18].
disulfide [FC15, Mok16, RPMC+16]. dive [SK16a]. Divergent [MIL16].
Diverse [ZTR+17, NDL17, RNP+17]. diversify [Sho17d]. diverter [MG17].
dives [Sed16a]. divide [Inf18a, Les15-31]. dividing [Gra16]. Division
[CG16, AZ19, CJS+18, CKK+16, FK17, JDZ+16, Les15a, PUTM15, PSC+15,
SXE+19, UMC+15, UMC+17, VY18, YJY+16, ZB18]. divisions [LDM17].
Dkk1 [DMC+16]. DLC1 [TGQ+17]. Dlx3 [UBBSM15]. DNA
[AWL18, ABGG16, Bob17, BG18, BHS18, BSP+17, BCMM+19, Can19,
EPF16, FML+17, FDR+16, FMS+19, FC16, GMTL18, GKGK16, GCW+16, HM19, HLHGF15, IZZ+18, IZBH+17, JPC+17, JAHH18, JDZ+16, KVK+17, KCB+16, KPEJ+17, KFAMR17, Lac19, LLS+16, LSPC16, Les15-32, LWH+18, LDP+15, MSK+18, MOJ16, MGSO+18, MXV+16, MHG+19, MvVV+16, MTG+18, MSW+07, MSW+17, MKD+18, MSK+19, MSL16, NVP17, NWFY15, NPU+16, OBY+15, OWW+19, PUTM15, PD19, PSC+15, RBZ18, S+ZS+16, SHW+17, SRT+18, SOW+17, SK18a, SKO+15, SBC+16a, SBC+16b, SNB+18, SCP+15, TYD+15, TF16, UGG18, VRK+17, VTG+16, WMH+18, X16, iYJF+16, ZZMC+15. duties [Les15q]. Dyche [Pow15b].
dye [PCK+17]. dynactin [HV17, SV16]. Dynamic [DJV+16, GM18, GP17, IZBH+17, SBM+19, BMP+18, BP19a, BP19b, CSA19, EGY+19, GTW+15, GKC+17, LJ16, LLL+15, NIdG+18, QYC+17, SI166a, SSE18, XRHI+18a, XRH+18b, CJ16].
Dynamics [AWL18, KST+17b, MBT16, SNB+18, TH18, AHS+18, AZS+15, BGKL15, BS17a, BS17b, CHI+15, DMB+18, FFG+18, FC15, FWH+16, FLS+16, HPB19, HNF+18, HQW15, HCN+15, IYP+18, JHjZbYmP15, KHA+18, Les16i, LT18, LSS+15, MTN+16, MTC+19, MNLB16, MGA19, MRMM18, MH15, MC16, MOCGD+17, MG16, NVP17, OG16, PIA16, PBS+16, RSCR15, SLW+18, SRT+19, Sch17a, SSH+15, Sho15-55, SHH+16, Sle16, SK18b, SAO+17, TWD+17, TSB+18, UOT+16, WSDY17, WK+15, WBL+15, YSM+17, vdVFM+17, KST+17a].
dynamin [FRP+17, MGE+15, VAB+18, YSW+15, CLO+19, LRM+19]. dynamin-1 [LRM+19].
dynamin-1/APPL1 [LRM+19]. Dynamin-2 [CLO+19].

editorial [Les15q]. **Edward** [OI18a]. **EEA** [BKHi15]. **EEA-1** [BKHi15]. **EFA6B** [ZDSM18]. **effect** [KJ16]. **effector** [BBC16, CW17, DSB15, LKJ17, LWH18, MAJ17, OBY15, PLD15]. **efficiency** [BH18]. **efficient** [MKS17, Sed15e, SDW19, TCC16]. **efficiently** [VGA15]. **EGFR** [CMMB15, Far16, SIO16]. **egg** [RBR19]. **egress** [TGK19]. **EHBPI1L** [NiYT16]. **EHD2** [TSB18]. **eIF2** [Qi17, TTU17]. **elastic** [WRV15]. **Electron** [NDC19, SAB18, VGB17]. **elegans** [AGL15, BNB15, CSC15, DRM17, KMLG15, KMLG16, KFAMR17, LPGB16, Les16d, LYO15, MRMM18, PMRM17, SFG17, SSPD15, SSR17, TNP15, YHG17, Zaan17]. **element** [PLH18]. **elements** [BPQ15, VZB19]. **Elena** [Sed15g]. **Elevated** [WCY16b, WCY16a]. **Elias** [Sed15g]. **eliminate** [BPSK16]. **Elisabetta** [Pow16a]. **ELKS** [HKG18]. **ELKS1** [KMK17a, KM17b, Sho17]. **elongation** [ST16b, YKK17]. **Elp3** [LRH15]. **embryo** [MRM18, XS16]. **Embryonic** [Mar16b, CSG15, HLHFG15, KFAMR17, TGG17, UGH16, WRGB15, XTS15]. **embryonically** [LYO15]. **embryos** [LT19a, LPGB16, LFT16, SFG17, SCH18, TNP15]. **emerges** [UGG18]. **Emerging** [VV18, MBT16]. **EMT** [HB18]. **enable** [JLB18, MCD19]. **enables** [BLL15, CWCG19, KSG16, SLG18]. **Enabling** [NW19, HAPC19, YNN18]. **encoding** [ADB15]. **encounter** [VGY17]. **end** [AHS18, Bro19, BHDK17, DRM17, FFG18, FTS19, FR16, Ger15, JNW15, KD17b, LTT16, MGW18, Ric18, SMF15, VQ17, YTT17, YWd17, YVM18]. **end-on** [DRM17, KD17]. **endocrine** [FLG15, FLG19, KOIT16]. **endocytic** [CYL18, CXZ18, DSC18, HHT16, HHM15, KMO15, LWH18, LT17, NNN15, Sho15-45, WHS19]. **Endocytosis** [MC15a, MC15b, CMB18, DSC18, FML17, FWH16, FRS17, FZ17, GKK16a, GKK16b, HDA17, HLHFG15, KSL17, LHT19, PD19, MRMS17, RB19, Sho17, WLC17]. **Endocytosis-dependent** [MC15a, MC15b]. **endogenous** [GTT18, PBS16]. **endolysosomal** [CZZ15, CBPB17, MML16, HZ15]. **endolysosomes** [Juh16]. **endophagosomes** [NHG18]. **endoplasmic** [GSR18, GS15, HSB19, JCF17, KML15, LPGB16, LLAC18a, LLAC18b, LGH18, MMS18, NDR15, PYO18, Pow15f, SNO16]. **Endosomal** [HCS18, LKM15b, BDLB15, CR17, DMS15, FdAV17, HQW15, LPWK15, MP17a, MBS18, MCCL15, MG17, MOS18, MBC19, SIO16, Sho15-41, DR19, Lin15]. **Endosome** [DNM16, CW17, CCY19, DOA17, LRM19, LJS16a, LJS16b, Sho15-6, AEP17]. **endosomes** [BKHi15, BLVP17, CZL15, GAS15, GS15, HHT16, KMO15, KMI15, Les16f, Les16j, MPH15, MFP17, ODH19, SERP16, SKL18, VBL18]. **Endothelial** [VCD15, CMTH15, CBH15, DLZ15, GGC17, HKH16, HNF18, JKD19, KSM18, KLS19, MRGW16, Sho15-29, TCD15, VAKB18]. **endothelium** [YGW17]. **endotube** [KZJ19]. **ends**
ESCR-T [CWLt16]. ESCR-T/II [CWLt16]. ESCR-TIII [CWLt16, MSHt18]. ESCR-mediated [BLPVt17]. essential
[CS17t, DKT17, EEEt16, GGFt19, HKMt15, IWMt16, KYNt18, LYO15, MROt15, MPNt18, NW19, OMKMt16, RGrt18, SLDt15, SHCt18, SFZt17, dVGTt16, vHGDt15]. establish [LS18]. establishes
[GSRT18, LLKt17]. establishing [SEMP15]. establishment
[LBT15, WKWt15]. estrogen [STRt18]. ETA1 [BC19]. Eugenia
[Pow16b]. eukaryotes [DW17, SD17]. Eva [Sed15i]. evagination
[DSA15, Pug15]. Even [Les15h]. event [DCPt19]. events [BDW19]. every
[Ava18]. eviction [AIS18, HGA17]. Evidence [OMKt17]. EVL
[YKKB17]. EVL-mediated [YKKB17]. evolutionarily [FLLM17]. evolutionary [KD17a, O'D19e, TG17]. evolving [Sch17b, CR17]. Ewald
[Mar17]. excessive [VAKB18]. exchange
[MPMP16, RLJt17, RSCt19, ZTRt17]. Excision
[TSFPr15, CR18, GCWt16]. Excitable [MRMIt18, GKTt17]. excitation
[FGRt18]. excitatory [SQIt16]. excitotoxic [DWT17]. exclusion
[SPW15]. exerted [MLK18]. exerts [vdVFMt17]. exhibits [OSWt17]. exit
[CANGt17, CSYBt17, CHBt16, LCPt15, LFKt17b, MKSt17, NPt15, PS16, RBPt17, SSMt18, Sho18c]. exiting [Blo19]. exits [Sho16k]. exocrine
[KOIT17]. exocyst [AKTR18, SDIt19]. exocytosis
[DB15b, GDDt15, MCCLt15, Sho15-66, UG18, VKJt15, vGWCt18]. exon
[BPW15]. exosome
[GM16, HARt15, MWS18, MWS19, SHHt16, VB18a, VB18b]. Exosomes [GGK16, HHTt16, Pas16, BJLt18, KKPt17, Rab17, SS16]. expand [Pas16, Sho15-27]. expanding [SF15]. expansion
[Jan18, RSS15]. Expecto [Bro19]. experiment [JW19]. Exploring
[Cas16a, O'D17g, Sed16b]. export
[ATRG19, BMS17, CGPB17, EMRSt18, ITNt17, LFKt17b, SSMt18, SNOB16, SLDt15, SHCt18, WWWt18, vDFMt17]. exportin
[APKt18]. express [Gôm17]. expressing [DSCt18]. expression
[AIS18, CAIt15, DLZt15, DVS17, DKA16, FBBRCA18, HPB19, HZIt15, Jor16c, JBMM16, LWFt15, MN17, STF18, UBBSM15]. extended
[MAK16]. extends [GRB19]. extension [MVV16, WRHt16]. extent
[MLJt16]. Extracellular
[CPBt16, KMJt18, SCPt17, DNT17, SAOt17, SW18]. extrachromosomally
[CSIt17, CSFt18]. extract [GSCt16, PLDt17]. extraction [SDIt19, ST17]. extracts [RBR19]. Extramitochondrial [RXEBt19]. extravasate
[TCWM18]. extrusion [GSPt18, SBS18]. Ezrin [HHBG17].
Ezrin-dependent [HHBG17].

F [BCM18, AHS18, BSLt15, CBB15, GTWt15, JKA15, LXRt15, PMRM17, UMCt15, UMCt17, VQ17, VGA15, WMB15]. F-Actin
[BCM18, AHS18, BSLt15, CBB15, GTWt15, JKA15, LXRt15, PMRM17]. F1 [GLC19]. FA [GPPJt18]. FABP4 [VBLt18]. faced
facilitate [CPCTR+15, DOH+17, HGA+17, KEV+17, SZR+15].
facilitated [GUM+18]. facilitates [BHS+16, BPW+17, COGP15, DLM+15, DS15, LCTP17, MPH+15, TTC+16, TGK+19, WTC+19, ZSdO+15].
facilitating [DS16b, GLL+18a, MSV+19, VGY+17]. Facilitation [ZYL+16].
factor [Can17, CNRR+17, CHS+17, CR18, CRK+17, CGD+18, DMG+19, Ger18, HSK+19, HSK+16, IWM+16, LPRW17, LT18, MTM+16, NBG+16, PLH18, PBL+19, RLJ+17, RHCS+16, RSC+19, SPK+18, XTS+15, YGMR+17, YPY+15, vBMG+15]. factors [BPH+15, BMW+18, BHDK17, CDF+18, DUL+19, DAG+15, EBMW+18, GLS+15, MCOGD+17, MG16, NDL17, NWFY15, NP15, SG17, TTC+16, VQ17, XIZ+18, ZTR+17]. failure [LUC+15]. FAK [GBD+18, GLL+18b, HHS+16, KG15, LCM+16].
FAM92A1 [WYV+19]. familiar [Les15x]. family

[BlHHS+17, Blu15a, CLV17, COGP15, DATI18, GLS+15, HBWY18, HKK+19, HMM+19, JHC+16, NP+16, POE+16, SID+18, YTT+17, UMC+15, UMC+17, VLZ15]. FANCD2 [MCOGD+17]. FANCI [MCOGD+17].

Fancioni [MCOGD+17]. Fanni [Cas16a], far [MB17a]. farnesylated [ZWS+16]. farnesylation [MWF+15]. Fas [GPAA+18]. Fast [GB18, SS16].


fertilization [EMB+15]. FGF [SDW+19]. FGFR2 [DCP+19]. FGFR1 [FCB+09, FCB+19]. FHHL1 [Sho17a, WWY+18]. FHOD3 [PAC+15]. fiber [LFC+17b, LZH+18, Sho15w, SCP+15, OSR+15]. fibers [LW16a, Sho15e].

fibrillar [ASM+15]. fibroblast [FSP+15]. fibroblasts [ACG+17, EAW+17, HAK+15, JNS+19]. Fibronectin

[STR+18, ACG+17, EAW+17, KG15]. fibrosis [Sho16h]. fibrotic [DKA+16]. fidelity [CTS+18, FMS+19, OM19]. Fidgetin [FFG+18]. Fidgetin-like [FFG+18]. field [BLZ+15]. Fife [BGZ+17]. fight [DR19]. filament [ARV+18, CHP+17, FC15, HM19, ISL+18, KKD+16, LEM17, RBC+17, VQ17].

filaments [DPGS+18, LGT+18, Pow15b, RHH+18, WDW+17]. fill [Kaw17, Sho15-73]. filled [FLLM17]. filopodia


Fine-tuning [NCV+16]. fingerprints [KF18]. FIP200 [WYHG17]. firm [Les16c]. first [Hal15, Pow15g, Sho15p]. fission [BYUJ17, BCH+17, BPW+17, CRS+17, DBG+15, LCP+15, LXR+15, OMKM16, PSCS16, RHH+18, SPGB+17, SPK+18, Sed15w, Sho15q, Sho16p, SZK+19, SK18b, TBR+16, YAH15, YIT15]. fit [Les15k, Sho16n]. fitness
GLL+18b, Gen17, GGC+17, GYK+17, HGD+15, KHRL17, KTK+18, KSM+18, LJP+15, Les15z, LT19b, LTRW15, MCS+15, RXEB+19, RSvW+15, Sed16a, Sho15-56, Sho16-36, TMK18, WZC+15, WYV+19, WF15).

**functional** [CKS+15, CN15, NBG+16, NGG+16]. **functionally** [MSL16].

**functions** [ATRG19, BKG+15, CD18, DSvNA+15a, DSvNA+15b, FLG+15, FLG+19, MLJ+16, MRM18, NMN+15, OSK+15, PLD+15, SSPD15].

**Fundamental** [Sch15]. **funga** [VAB+18]. **Furin** [BMC15]. **furious** [GB18].

furrow [FLN+16, FLN+16, LW16b, PUTM15]. **furrows** [WG16]. **FUS** [MCH+18, YCSJ+17]. **fuse** [BUPC19]. **Fusion** [BCH+17, BPL+18, CZZ+15, CRC+15, CZL+15, CLO+19, DOA+17, DSS+15, DS16b, DBG+15, FR16, GRU18, GHKW+19, LKM+15a, MPH+15, MNJ+18, MSW+07, MSW+17, MKD+18, MSV+19, NPU+16, RPHP+18, Sed15m, Sho15-44, SKL+18, SHR17, VML+17, WTC+19, WHL17, WMH+18, YSW+15, vGWC+18].

**fusogenic** [KVT+15]. **fusogens** [VML+17]. **futile** [AZ19]. **future** [SKG17, Tar15]. **fuzzy** [CBF+18]. **Fyn** [FSB+15]. **FYVE** [TCP+15].

G [BSP16, CNC+18, FdSR+17, IdSCB+16, LMPG+15, MMW+19, PhHS+16, Sch17a, TLMG+15]. **G-protein** [TLMG+15]. **G0** [Blo19]. **G1** [TAM16, PKN+15]. **G2** [WW18b]. **G3BP** [KPA+16]. **G3BP1** [TT19, ACG+15, PKS+19, SENL+15]. **G3BP1-S149** [TT19, PKS+19].

**GABAergic** [CBAP+17]. **GABARAP** [Mar16a, NPU+16].

**GABARAPL1** [SSRG18]. **Gabriel** [O’D19a]. **Gag** [HBS+15, Sho15r].

**Gage** [Sil16b]. **gain** [WW18]. **game** [SG17]. **gamete** [VML+17].

ganglion [IKRMN16, SZL+16]. **gap** [KDM+18, Sho16f, SOP+16, CM18].

**gastric** [ZLG+15]. **gastrulation** [Pow16c]. **Gatekeepers** [PW19].

**Gatekeeping** [Col18]. **gating** [RPC+16]. **GATOR1** [MF18].

**GATOR1-dependent** [MF18]. **Gauging** [Sho15r]. **GCN2** [KKK+17].

**GCS1** [VML+17]. **GEF** [DKM+15, FDR+16, Nie16]. **GEF-H1** [FDR+16].

**gender** [Les15d]. **gene** [AIK+16, AIS+18, CAI+15, DKA+16, FBBRCA+18, Jor16c, JBMM16, LLS+16, MSLK+18, MHI+18, MN17, RHCS+16, STF18, Sho16-34, TSB+18, VZB19, WYHG17]. **gene-regulatory** [VZB19]. **generate** [LVF+15]. **generated** [MYH+16]. **generates** [GKC+17, KHS+16, LDR+19].

**generation** [HB16]. **generations** [CSF+17, CSF+18]. **genes** [CMM+15].

**Genetic** [MP17a, SSdLA+15]. **genetically** [MCH+18]. **genetics** [Pow16d].

**Genome** [DSC+18, MHI+18, SIBM17, CNA+17, CZW+18, HSN+16, LUC+15, NHA+19, NPC17, UOT+16, VZB19]. **Genome-edited** [DSC+18].

**Genome-wide** [MH18, SIBM17]. **genomes** [CSF+17, CSF+18, SZ17b].

**Genomic** [LT19a, MTC+19, MB19, NKH+19]. **genomics** [SKG17].

**genotoxic** [MTR+17, ZDM+15]. **genuine** [OKK+15]. **geography** [May15].

**geometry** [LVG+18]. **Gergely** [Cas16a]. **germ** [CAKL16, LL17, VPD+16].

**germline** [AGL+15, LLK+17, LZC+15, VZFG+18]. **get** [Les15p, MB17a, RMT17, Sho15l, Sho16q]. **gets** [Les15f, Les15s, SH17, Sho15x, Sho15-30, Sho15-45, Sho15-60, VR18].

**Getting** [NO19, O’D19d, Sed15j]. **GGCX** [FLG+15, FLG+19]. **ghosts**
gyrations [Pow16c].
Introducing [NA17]. intronic [POTZ15]. Intronless [WWW+18].

Inturned [YHS+15]. invadopodia [ASM+15, GLL+18b, RHC+16, Sho15m].

invadomes [CLO+19, POE+16]. invagination [MFVS18, SK16a, UBBSM15]. invasion

[ACG+17, DCM+17, FBPN+18, GML16, HHBG17, LR18, MBS+18,
MCCL+15, MBS+17, PAC+15, RHC+16, TB16, TYD+15]. involved
[BP+15, IdSCB+16, SL+15]. involvement [CBF+18]. involves
[SMO17]. ion [UTF+15, Sed15g]. IQGAP1 [BH+15]. IRE1

[BMM+19, TCP+18, TSK+18, TSK+19]. IRGM [KIF+18]. iron [DNMB16].

irreversible [DSF+15]. ischemia [LWZ+18]. ischemic [ZZW+19]. islets
[EW+16]. ISM1 [OWW+19]. isn’t [Sed15q]. isofom
[CRPS+C19, CB+18, KNPC16, OKY+16]. isoform-specific [CBF+18].

isoforms [MSE+17, PMRMS17, TMM+18]. isotype [Kaw17, PTK16].
isotype-specific [PTK16]. itch [GD16]. itself [CSF+17, CSF+18]. IV
[CPB+15]. Ivaska [Pow15e].

[Cas16b, Sed16b]. JIP3 [GWF17]. JIP3-dependent [GWF17]. JIP3/


[KM18b, ZZ19, CM16]. judgments [Sho16z]. juggles [Can17]. Julia

[BP+18, BPW15, GAP+18, KT15a, KT15b, SOH18, SL+15].

Junctional [GFW15, iNLM+19, CRPS+C19, TNK18, ZAA17]. junctions
[CPR+18, CQ+18, CPLL17, DJV+16, ES18, Har16, JKD+19, KDM+18,
KL+19, LPWK15, NIS+16, SOH18, TE15, TCD+15, WW16]. Junjie
[Pow15f]. Junk [Sed15q].


KAPs [Sho15d]. Kap122 [ATRG19]. Kaposi [CSF+17, CSF+18]. Kar1


KDM4B [Les15a, UBBSM15]. KDM5A [GCA+17, Pri17]. keep
[FG16, Kon17]. Keeping [O19e]. keeps

[Hz15, Les16b, Les17, Sho15a, Sho15-37, Sho16t, ZB18]. kept
[OO18]. Keratin [CYT+18, WCL+18, CA15+15, FC15, KBB+15, KBB+16].

keratinocyte [WCL+18]. keratinocytes [CA15+15, FC15]. key
[Gek17, GG16, QPZ+17, RFO+16, YGW+17]. KIAA1468 [SIYM+18].

KIF1B [XTT+18]. KIF27 [YBZ+18]. KIF2A [WK+15]. Kif4A
[TWD+17]. KIF7 [YBZ+18]. kill [FD18]. killer [RM16]. killers
[FD18, Les15h]. killing [HMC+16, SPH+19, WZC+15]. Kinase
[AHS+15, ASZ+18, BSL+15, CB16, DBC+15, DMB+18, GMTL18, GAS+15, JJB+19, JPF+16, KGN+15, LRBB15, LDMW+15, MCL+15, RSvW+15, SS18, TWD+17, TGQ+17, UMC+15, UMC+17, WDM+15, YTGA16, LLL+18].

kinase-dependent [ASZ+18]. kinase-independent [DBC+15].

Kinase-interacting [AHS+15]. Kinases
[Sho15z, CKKG17, TS15a, YWW17]. kindles [Sho15m]. Kindlin
[BBSA+16, BVR+17, GCC+18, WWZ+17]. Kindlin-2
[BBSA+16, BVR+17, GCC+18, WWZ+17]. Kinesin
[MDOS19, SMK+18, EG19, HMM+19, KYN+18, MGW18, SMF+15, SID+18, SNGO16, YTTH+17, YCSJ+17, YBZ+18, MDC+16, SNGO16, FKO+18].
kinesin-1 [HMM+19, KYN+18, YCSJ+17, MDC+16]. kinesin-12 [SNGO16].
kinesin-14 [SMF+15, YTTH+17]. kinesin-4 [YBZ+18]. Kinesin-5
[SNGO16]. kinesin-8 [EG19, MGW18]. Kinesin-binding
[MDOS19, SMK+18]. Kinesins [IBFDB18, BDLB15, CKKG17]. kinetics
[CHB+16]. Kinetochore [KMLG+15, WF15, ASZ+18, CRZ+16, DW17, DRL+19, DRMW17, DMB+18, DSL+19, DUL+19, EG19, GCL+15, GHS16a, GHS16b, HAPC+19, LHB+18, MHSO+15, NDC+19, SPGB+17, SSD1A+15, SD17, Sho15k, Sho16a, VGY+17, YAH2H15, ZYA+17, ZGZ+15, KMLG+16].
kinetochore-directed [DRL+19]. Kinetochore-localized
[KMLG+15, KMLG+16]. Kinetochores
[Sho15-27, APHH+19, ACM17, CGT16, GPS+17, IWM+16, KY15, KWB+15, MHA+16, MF16a, MW17, MWF+15, NHC15, Sho15-60, SRT+18].
kinetoplastid [LHB+18]. King [Jor16h]. kink [Les15x]. KISS [Sho15z].
kissing [MBR19]. KKT4 [LHB+18]. KLC1 [JERL+15]. KLP [CSC+15].
KLP-7 [CSC+15]. Klp3a [KEV+17]. KMN [KY15]. knockout
[HKK+19, Pow15d]. known [Zhu17]. knows [Sed15d]. kon [LPHH16].
kon-tiki [LPHH16]. Kornbluhlt [Cas17a]. Kota [O’D19d]. Kraft [Jor16a].
KRAS [FdSR+17, WWZ+15]. KRS [Rab17]. Kuduk [DWH+17].
Kuzbanian [DCO+12, DCO+16].

L1 [PST15]. L1CAM [SEMP15]. L1CAM/ [SEMP15]. L2 [IZZ+18].
labeled [DSC+18, CXZ+18]. labor [CG16]. lack [JERL+15]. Lackner
[O’D18d]. laden [YPY+15]. lamellipodia [JKA+15, YKKB17].

Lamellipodial [Sho15-28, HAK+15, KS17, THA+16]. Lamin
[CMM+15, Nie19, OBS+17, EW17]. lamina [HLW+15]. lamination
[IKRMN16]. laminopathic [MHW19]. laminopathy [EW17]. laminas
[HLW+15, TGK+19]. lamp [LLL+15]. LAMP1 [CXZ+18].

LAMP1-labeled [CXZ+18]. LAMTOR [FdAV+17]. LAMTOR/
[FdAV+17]. landscape [AIK+16, Hyr15, LS18, Roy16]. Lane [Pow15g].
language [May15]. Lano [CTI+19]. large [MSCS19, SZSS18]. Laser
[CRZ+16, CTG16]. late
[BDW19, CZL+15, DOA+17, FdAV+17, Les16f, LJS+16a, LJS+16b]. lateral
[KD17b, NIS+16]. latrophilin [AMS+17]. latrophilin-2 [AMS+17]. Laura
[O’D18d]. Lava [LLL+15]. layered [SEMP15]. layers [Jor16g]. Laylin

LITE [FGR+18]. little [BH15]. Live [BPS+15, EGY+19, HBS+15, CDF+18, MSE+17, PBS+16, RZS+15, XRH+18a, XRH+18b, SK16a]. Live-cell
[HBS+15]. lived [DRL+19, TALR+19]. liver [ZH17]. lives [Pow15c]. living
[DSL+17, DMH+15, FWH+16, FJ17, LT18, MTN+16, Pow16e, SKG+16].
incRNA [NWW+17]. incRNAs [PST+18]. Lnx1 [LZH+18], load [ACRM+17].
loading [MWW+16, PMHB+17]. lobular [SEMP+15]. Local
[WG+16, KJ16, WWT+18]. Localization
[ESS+17, AOL+18, GDB+15, HAPC+19, HGD+15, HBDW+15, KYN+18, Lac19, LTS17, NHC15, SHR17, THA+16, YCS+17, YVM18, ZGZ+15].
localized [BGJ+16, KMLG+15, KLHC+18, WKW+15, KMLG+16, MST+15].
localizes [KMK+17a, KMK+17b]. localizing [SKG+16]. locate [ZR+18].
locations [GY+18]. loci [AK+16, BL+15]. locus [OBS+17, TTC+16]. long
[BH15, CIS+17, DRL+19, FTAB+15, Les15a, Les16e, McM19, MS19a, MS19b, TALR+19]. long-lived [DRL+19, TALR+19]. long-range [MS19a, MS19b].
long-term [FTAB+15]. longevity [LCZ+16, LTRW+15, TM+18]. look
loose [NHA+19]. loses [O’D+19a]. Loss [KL+19, KMRD+16, LCM+16, RMS+18, ARV+18, DKA+16, GHKW+19, LDU+16, LSMZ+18, LMC+18, MAK+16, PCP17, PSP+15, Sho+15-34, SOW+17, TTU+17]. love [MBR+19].
Loving [O’D+19a]. low [FG+18]. Lrp4 [XJ+17]. Lrrk [LLL+15]. LSR
[Sho+15-29, SLM+15]. Ltc1 [MST+15, Sho+15-30]. LTP
[BNB+15]. LTP-triggered [BNB+15]. Ltv1 [CGD+18, GSD+15].
Lumenogenesis [KJZ+19, RM+17]. luminal [JOJ+16]. lung [Sh+17].
Lymphatic [BJ+18]. lymphocyte [MPH+15]. Lymphocytes
[Sho+16n, HSK+16, MCG+15, PDL+17]. lymphoid [SLG+18]. lysine
[LH19, ZWW+19]. lysosomal [CXZ+18, CJ17, HPW+17, KDM+18, LKE+15, LCZ+16, LE16, LTB+17, OSK+15, STR+18, WZG+17, ZSD+15].
Lysosome [TCZ+16, AEP+17, DS16b, EEE+16, GWF+17, JJW+17, LCZ+16, LZ16, MSV+19, NPU+16, PKKB+17, SDI+19, Sho+15-44, SE18, TCP+15, WZG+17, WTC+19]. Lysosomes
[GF+16, Kon+17, BMM+19, GSS+17, GX+16, JOJ+16, KM+16, MA+17, MJN+18, MF+18, MSV+19, S+16, Sho+15-47, VZ17, VLB+18, YDM+18, ZZ19, Zhu+17]. lysyl [KKP+17]. lysyl-tRNA
[KKP+17]. lytic [HMC+16].

MACF1 [OLT+19]. Machine [GLS+17, SSC+19]. machineries [EMRS+18].
machinery [DW+17, Msv017, OCS15, PCS+16]. machines [S+17].
macroun Autophagy [WDM+15]. macroH2A [SWD+19]. Macrophages
[ED+17, CKM+16, CHC+18, HGG+17, LBG+17, LBV+17, YSR+18].
macropinocytosis [PPK+16]. Macropinosome [CHC+18, DS16b].
macropinosomes [YPY+15]. MAD [ZY+16]. MAD1 [APHH+19].
MAD1-dependent [APHH+19]. Mad2 [NHC+15]. magic [Sh+17f]. Mahak
[Inf+19a]. maintain
mechanosensory [CBH+15, KDA+18].
mechanotransducer [TSB+18].
mechanosensory [CBH+15, KDA+18].
membrane-anchored [KOV+16a, KOV+16b].
membrane-bending [BBHBFSF+18, WSP+18, BLO+16, CSO+19, FSB+15, GAS+18, Nic+16, SGF+16].
mechanotransduction [BBHBFSF+18, WSP+18, BLO+16, CSO+19, FSB+15, GAS+18, Nic+16, SGF+16].
mechanosensory [CBH+15, KDA+18].
membrane-bending [BBHBFSF+18, WSP+18, BLO+16, CSO+19, FSB+15, GAS+18, Nic+16, SGF+16].
membrane-shaping [BBHBFSF+18, WSP+18, BLO+16, CSO+19, FSB+15, GAS+18, Nic+16, SGF+16].
membrane-bending [BBHBFSF+18, WSP+18, BLO+16, CSO+19, FSB+15, GAS+18, Nic+16, SGF+16].
membrane-shaping [BBHBFSF+18, WSP+18, BLO+16, CSO+19, FSB+15, GAS+18, Nic+16, SGF+16].


Microsurgery [CRZ+16]. Microtubule [BP19b, Con16, JERL+15, JNW15, MGW18, MRM18, PSL+17, SMF+15, ZAT+17, AHS+18, ASZ+18, AATP+17, Ava18, BRH+16, BFM+18, Bro19, BS17b, CKX+16, DMB+18, DUL+19, DLBMA+15, EG19, EFM17, FFG+18, FTS+19, FK17, FBX+15, GCL+15, JBE+17, KNPC+16, KZW+18, LCP+15, LEM+17, eLNF+16, LNS+19, LHB+18, MNLB+16, MG16, NLS+18, OGL+16, OLT+19, RIC+18, RO18, S[X]+19, SID+18, Sle16, TKM+16, TWD+17, UFT+15, WKM+15, WB18, YTH+17, YWdH+17, YCS+17, YVM+18, YTP+15, ZYA+17, vdVFM+17, BP19a, Sed16a]. microtubule-[OLT+19].

FKG\textsuperscript{+19}, HGL\textsuperscript{+17}, IG15, KEV\textsuperscript{+17}, LVG\textsuperscript{+18}, MSV\textsuperscript{+19}, QYC\textsuperscript{+17}, RFO\textsuperscript{+16}, SMK\textsuperscript{+18}, SKZ\textsuperscript{+18b}, VGY\textsuperscript{+17}, Ver18, VGA\textsuperscript{+15}, WWT17\textsuperscript{+17}. microvilli [LmdM\textsuperscript{+16}]. Mid1 [VMP16]. MiD49 [OMKM16]. MiD49/51 [OMKM16]. Midbody [Ott16, BRACA\textsuperscript{+16}]. midzone [IBFDB18, LDG\textsuperscript{+15}]. Mierzwa [Inf18a]. migrating [Haw18, IBG\textsuperscript{+15}, MB17a, WKM\textsuperscript{+15}]. migration [BD15, BNS\textsuperscript{+17}, BBMM\textsuperscript{+16}, Bro16, BJL\textsuperscript{+18}, CAKL16, Cas16b, CLL\textsuperscript{+16}, DAT118, DPGS\textsuperscript{+18}, EAW\textsuperscript{+17}, FDR\textsuperscript{+16}, GGC\textsuperscript{+17}, GDV19, GAS\textsuperscript{+18}, GTMZ\textsuperscript{+15}, HKH16, JBE\textsuperscript{+17}, Kay17, KMJ\textsuperscript{+18}, LRM\textsuperscript{+19}, LR18, LL17, MBS\textsuperscript{+17}, MPMP16, NW19, NYW\textsuperscript{+17}, PHKY17, PSL\textsuperscript{+17}, PBL\textsuperscript{+16}, RSC\textsuperscript{+19}, SM16, SBC\textsuperscript{+16a}, SBC\textsuperscript{+16b}, SYK\textsuperscript{+17}, SW18, SMN\textsuperscript{+16}, TG17, WCL\textsuperscript{+18}, ZTR\textsuperscript{+17}. migratory [JHbYmP15, JGCAC\textsuperscript{+15}]. Miller [O'D17a]. mimics [SKL\textsuperscript{+18}]. mind [Sho16f]. miniature [MTC17]. minimal [DS16a, FTDC17]. minimalist [Pow15i]. minimally [LSMZ\textsuperscript{+18}]. minus [Bro19, FTS\textsuperscript{+19}, IG15, NLS\textsuperscript{+18}, SMF\textsuperscript{+15}, YTH\textsuperscript{+17}, YWdH\textsuperscript{+17}, YIT15]. Mio [PTMP\textsuperscript{+15}]. miR [HZH\textsuperscript{+15}, LCM\textsuperscript{+16}, Sho15-34]. miR-203 [LCM\textsuperscript{+16}]. miR-501-3p [HZH\textsuperscript{+15}]. miR-7 [Sho15-34]. MIR335 [OBS\textsuperscript{+17}]. miRNA [KDA\textsuperscript{+18}]. Miro1 [OCT\textsuperscript{+18}, KKC\textsuperscript{+19}, Van19]. Misdirection [Sho15-35]. misfolded [BA18, GUM\textsuperscript{+18}, NOS\textsuperscript{+15}]. misfolding [BBK16, DS16a, NPC17]. mishap [ML15b]. Mismatch [Sho15-36]. mist [Hy15]. mistargeted [SE19]. MiT/ [NWFY15]. mito [MPA\textsuperscript{+16}]. Mitochondria [KL17, KBJ16, Sed15s, Sho17g, AFO\textsuperscript{+16}, BLG\textsuperscript{+15}, BJB\textsuperscript{+18}, BCH\textsuperscript{+17}, DNMB16, FKW\textsuperscript{+17}, KMRD\textsuperscript{+16}, Les15b, MWT\textsuperscript{+16}, PHA\textsuperscript{+17}, PKC\textsuperscript{+16}, PSCS16, RXEB\textsuperscript{+19}, Sho15l, Sho17a, SK18b, WLJ16, ZZW\textsuperscript{+19}, MST\textsuperscript{+15}, PHA\textsuperscript{+17}, RGOS\textsuperscript{+16}, SJL\textsuperscript{+19}]. mitochondria-associated [WLJ16]. Mitochondria-driven [KL17]. Mitochondrial [BPW\textsuperscript{+17}, FR16, JBM16, Mes16, Mok16, Sho16p, TTU\textsuperscript{+17}, WLJ18, iYJF\textsuperscript{+16}, BBH\textsuperscript{+18}, BJB\textsuperscript{+18}, CJS\textsuperscript{+18}, CRC\textsuperscript{+15}, CCS\textsuperscript{+19}, CRS\textsuperscript{+17}, DWB\textsuperscript{+17}, GHKW\textsuperscript{+19}, HPE\textsuperscript{+19}, JLB\textsuperscript{+18}, Juh16, KKC\textsuperscript{+19}, KBB\textsuperscript{+17}, KBB\textsuperscript{+15}, KBB\textsuperscript{+16}, Lac19, LPWK15, LH19, LgY\textsuperscript{+18}, LXR\textsuperscript{+15}, LTRW15, MRWM18, MLMF16, MPA\textsuperscript{+16}, MC16, MMB\textsuperscript{+15}, NS18, O118a, OOT\textsuperscript{+18}, OMKM16, Pow15a, QYY\textsuperscript{+16}, Qi17, QPZ\textsuperscript{+17}, RPMC\textsuperscript{+16}, RLM\textsuperscript{+15}, SJJ\textsuperscript{+19}, SPMM\textsuperscript{+17}, SSL\textsuperscript{+17}, SG18a, SG18b, SK18b, VMP16, VKT\textsuperscript{+15}, WYZ\textsuperscript{+19}, WEQ\textsuperscript{+15}, YKO\textsuperscript{+16}, ZYL\textsuperscript{+16}, ZWW\textsuperscript{+19}, ZGDS\textsuperscript{+16}]. mitochondrial-derived [Juh16]. Mitofusin [MMB\textsuperscript{+15}, Sho15-37, FR16, MRWM18, QYY\textsuperscript{+16}]. mitofusins [GS18]. mitophagy [BPW\textsuperscript{+17}, Gra16, LSMZ\textsuperscript{+18}, MPA\textsuperscript{+16}, NWFY15, NPU\textsuperscript{+16}, PSCS16, iYJF\textsuperscript{+16}]. Mitosis [ZS15, Bra16, EJK\textsuperscript{+16}, EGY\textsuperscript{+19}, GMTL18, HLEM\textsuperscript{+18}, LDU\textsuperscript{+16}, LVF\textsuperscript{+15}, LK17, Les15-32, MHA\textsuperscript{+16}, MBG\textsuperscript{+18b}, Nil9, PKN\textsuperscript{+15}, PSP\textsuperscript{+15}, SWD\textsuperscript{+19}, SWPM15, SKO\textsuperscript{+15}, SHC\textsuperscript{+18}, YTGA16, ZGZ\textsuperscript{+15}, ZZZC\textsuperscript{+15}]. Mitotic [BCMM\textsuperscript{+19}, FMS\textsuperscript{+19}, GHS16b, LDM15, Les15q, PS16, Sho16q, SMOO17, BHS\textsuperscript{+16}, BC19, BS17b, CTS\textsuperscript{+18}, CANG\textsuperscript{+17}, CHS\textsuperscript{+17}, CHB\textsuperscript{+16}, DKR\textsuperscript{+19}, FC19, HK15, KNPC16, KY15, Les15c, LLW\textsuperscript{+15}, LDG\textsuperscript{+15}, ML15a, MAK\textsuperscript{+16}, MWF\textsuperscript{+15}, OSR\textsuperscript{+15}, OM19, PDZ18, PTMP\textsuperscript{+15}, SLW\textsuperscript{+18}, SPK\textsuperscript{+18}, SKW\textsuperscript{+19}, Sho16-36, Sho18c, TNP\textsuperscript{+15}, TG19, WHP\textsuperscript{+18}, WZC\textsuperscript{+15}, WWT17, YLW\textsuperscript{+15},

[MSK+18]. Polarity

BS17b, CIS+17, CLBB15, DPS+18, DBC+15, DLH+19, DKA+16, FdSR+17, FKL+18a, FKL+18b, GDD+15, GBX+17, GHKW+19, GWF17, GHS16a, GHS16b, HSZ+18, IZZ+18, IGB+15, IYP+18, ISL+18, KBKW19, KMLG+15, KMLG+16, KMC+19, LAMACE+17, LFK+17a, LNS+19, LLL+18, LTB+17, MMW+19, MBF17, MBS+17, MBG+18b, NHCB15, OBY+15, PNE+19, PAC+15, PBL+16, PSP+15, QSZ+17a, QSZ+17b, RGM+16, RMB+18, RKK+18, SCNTC+18, SXT16, SSRC18, SQC+16, Sho15-44, SOW+17, SHH+16, SCP+15, SMN+16, THA+16, TSJ+15, UDH+16, VKT+15, VGB+17, WMB+15, WMH+18, Woo18, gXNG+15, gXNG+16, XJG+17, XLW+18, YTL15, YKO+16, YHG+17, ZCL+15. promoting [FFATC15, FMS+19, KJTY19, RSG+15, SHO+18g, WEQ+15, YYZ+15, vdVF+17]. propagation [IYP+18]. propel [MHY+16]. proper [BDW19, YLYW+15, ZGZ+15]. properties [ECAB+16, GHFI+16, HNF+18, PTKL+16, ST17, WRV15]. Prosaposin [ZSdo+15]. prostaglandin [CBAP+17]. prostate [Les15-30, NKW+19, TF19]. Protease [SBS+18, RDN+19, WLJ18, RFG19]. proteases [BMC15]. proteasomal [CYT+18, SPGB+17, UOT+16]. proteasome [PAM+16, SSSR18, Sho18d]. protect [AMT+15, BMCM+19, CMTHt+15, VZFG+18]. Protecting [IIO18, OR17]. protection [JJW17, RS19, Sho15-64]. protects [BMM+19, DWB+17, HSN+16, LUC+15, NLS+18, OPP+18, Sho16b, Sho16-27, WW16]. Protein [BSL+15, BKB16, GNM16, HPB19, Nl19, RM19, RSVW+15, SM18, SS18, AWS+16, AKD+17, BPH+18, BCh+17, BoHS+18, BSP16, BG18, BPW+17, Can17, CJE16, CMM+15, CM+18, CNN+17, DMC+16, DWH+17b, DLZ+15, DLBMA+15, FdSR+17, FKG+19, GPPJ+18, GY+18, GDB+15, GLS+15, GlI+17, HKG17, HZB+15, IdSCB+16, IZZ+18, IG15, ISK+15, JHF+15, KMK+17a, KMK+17b, KJTY19, KMC+19, KML+15, LPWK15, Les15z, Les16i, LMPG+15, LSJY15, LCZ+16, LLW+17, LGH+18, LHB+18, MDOS19, MLJ+16, Mok16, MFP17, MWF+15, NCV+16, NEW+17, NDRJ15, NPÖ+17, NP15, PhHS+16, PDZ18, PBL+19, PXN18, PMP+17, QCC+19, QJP+17, RPMC+16, RBZ18, RLM+15, RBR19, RLS18a, RLS18b, SERP16, SCNTC+18, SSL+17, SV16, SG18a, SG18b, SS19, SiYM+18, SLM+15, SHO+15-74, SAB+18, SE18, TCP+15, UMC+15, UKHK15, VML+17, VAB+18, VMR+19, VG+15, WYS+17, WXFS+17]. protein [WH5+19, WVV+19, WQD+18, XS18, YHS+15, YKÖ+16, ZJt+17, ZGDS+16, LOG15, TLMG+15]. Proteinopathies [KM17, KMX18a].

Proteins [LVC+18, AFX16, AGL+15, ABF+16, BbHS+17, BgJ+16, BBS+17, BMW+18, BA18, BNKB15, BMS+17, CD18, CGPB17, COGP15, DW17, DAT18, GUM+18, HKG+18, HR17, HGA+17, HKM+15, HMM+19, JDZ+16, JLB+18, JHC+16, KdBKvK15, KJF+18, KLHC+18, KJON+17, Les15g, Les15q, LMPG+15, LKE15, MMW+19, Mar16a, MGJ+16, MCOGD+17, MRK+18, MGE+15, iNLM+19, NPU+16, NdG+18, NPÖ+17, OLT+19, SSM+18, SZE19, Sed16e, SG18a, SG18b, SD17, SME+15, SHO+15k, Sho15-35, Sho17], SLAR+16, SKG+16, SD16b, SJL+19, TALR+19, TG15,
VZ17, WLJ18, YLND+16. proteoglycans [GSM+15]. Proteolipid
[YKO+16]. proteolysis [CKS+15, SXT16]. Proteome
[ZHP+19, MLJ+16, SSdLA+15]. proteomics [SKG+17]. proteostasis
[KJIH+18, SBM17]. proteotoxicity [OPP+18]. Protocadherins [CED+15].
protofilaments [MOM+18]. protrusion [BBMM+16, SS19].
protrusion-targeting [BBMM+16]. protrusions
[BDAW+15, BVR+17, ZDS+18]. Protrusive [GTMZ+15]. prove [Shol+17j].
provide [Gek+17, MRO+15, QYY+16, YSW+15]. provides
[RMS+18, SK+16a, Sho15-36, WHP+18, WRV+15, WHL+17, vGWC+18].
proximal [DUL+19]. PRPF8 [MCM+17]. prunes [Les+15w, Sho15s]. PS
[SK+18a]. pseudopod [DATI+18, FLLM], pseudopod-based [FLLM]. PtdIns
[CN+15, MBC+19, NHG+18, DR19]. PtdIns3P [CN+15, MBC+19, DR19]. PTP
[JLD+19]. Pucadyil
[Sed+15w]. Puertollano [Blu+15b]. pulmonary [YGW+17]. pulsed
[GHKW+19]. push [ES+18, Les+15s]. puts
[MP+17b], Pxda [SERP16, Sho16]. Pyd [CRPSC+19], Pyd/RO
[CRPSC+19]. Pyd/RO-1 [CRPSC+19]. Pyk2 [GLL+18b]. pyruvate
[DB+17].
Q [MM+15, Sho+15-37, SJJ+19]. QC [MPA+16]. Qin [ABF+16]. Quality
[RL+15, Can+17, PXN+18, SZE+19, SLAR+16]. Quantification
[AB+18, BDAW+15]. quantify [LLZ+19]. Quantifying [BVI+18b, BVI+18a].
Quantitative [BC+19, CTS+18, DSC+18, WHP+18, RLS+18a, RLS+18b].
question [HR+17]. questions [Pol+17]. quiescence
[LCP+15, MHG+19, YLND+16]. Quinlan [OD+17e].
R. [CNA+17, WZC+15, XJG+17]. R-loop [CNA+17, WZC+15]. R2TP
[zLS+18, MCM+17]. Rab
[IM+16, LWH+18, HHK+19, MF+16b, RGMM+18, RNP+17]. RAB-10
[LWH+18]. RAB-5 [LWH+18]. Rab-mediated [IM+16]. Rab1
[TJ+18, WDM+15]. RAB10 [BBC+16]. Rab11 [SYM+18, TF+16].
Rab11-binding [SYM+18]. Rab13 [BGG+15]. Rab18 [XLW+18]. Rab2
[LTB+17, YHG+17]. Rab27a [GCG+15, Sho+15-48]. Rab27b [MD+16].
Rab3a [EE+16, RS+16]. Rab3a-dependent [EE+16]. Rab46 [MP+19].
Rab5 [LT+19b, ZWZ+19]. Rab5-dependent [ZWZ+19]. Rab6 [FKG+19].
RAB7 [CNA+17, CW+17, LX+17, MAJ+17, YDM+18]. RAB7-dependent
[YDM+18]. RAB8 [CNA+17, NiYT+16, WLM+15]. rabbit [BG+18]. Rabs
[BD+15]. Rac [GKK+16b, LCM+16, Sho16y, GKK+16a, GGA+17]. Rac1
[DsvN+15a, DsvN+15b, GFWG15, MRGWB+16, MOJ+16, RKK+18].
Rac1/ [MOJ+16]. Rac3 [DCM+17]. race [ST+16b]. RAD18 [YGM+17].
RAD51 [MWW+16, PMHB+17, RZS+15, ZDM+15]. Rad51-mediated
[ZDM+15]. Radial [Kay16, OFP+19]. RADical [LS16]. Raft
[KSM+17, MCGC+15, OPP+18]. Raft-based [KSM+17]. raft-dependent
[MCGC+15]. Rag [MP17a, MF18]. Ragulator [CJ17, FdAV+17, PKKB17].
raises [SE19]. Ral [OPF+19, HAR+15]. RAL-1 [HAR+15]. RalGTPases
[GCZ+19]. range [GRB19, MS19a, MS19b]. RanGTP [JHF+15]. Ranvier
[CPEE+15]. Rap1 [GGC+17, GLC+19]. Rapid
[BL15, LI16, SRG18, MOS+18]. Rapsyn [OLT+19]. RAS
[Mar15, DCB+15, KDM+18, MKD+18, ZWS+16]. Ras/MAPK [KDM+18].
Rasband [Sed15r]. RASSF4 [CCLL17, Dic17]. rate [Sho15d]. rather
[MHA+16]. RBM3 [XSJ18]. Rbx1 [KSM+18]. rDNA [MRK+18]. re
[MHG+19]. re-entry [MHG+19]. reach [Sho15-27]. Reaching [FR16].
reaction [Sho15t]. real [FJ17, SPJ+15]. real-time [FJ17, SPJ+15].
rearward [SHW+17]. reason [Sho16z]. Reassessing [TB16]. RecA
[AWL18]. RecA-mediated [AWL18]. recapitulated [RBR19]. recaptures
[Les15g]. Receptor
[JCJ+17, TQQ+17, WBL+15, APK+18, BKH+15, BSP16, BNB+15,
CNN+17, CB16, FdSR+17, FRP+17, FCB+09, FCB+19, FTAB+15,
GPAA+18, GKK16a, GKK16b, GKG+18, HZH+15, IdSCB+16, KDV+15,
MTB16, MNLB16, MHY+16, NBG+16, NDL+17, OKK+15, PhHS+16,
RK+18, RFG19, STR+18, SMC+15, Sho18e, WV18a, dIFEvW+15, OG16].
receptor-FoxO [MLJB16]. Receptor-mediated [JCJ+17, NDL+17].
receptors [LKM+15b, cLNF+16, MOS+18, Pas16, SBP+16, YYZ+15].
Reconformal [Sch17b]. reckoned [Jor16h]. recognition
[AMS+17, CHB+16, HGF+18, KDV+15, MTN+16, SDHC17, WWT+17].
recognize [LMM+16]. recognized [BJO+16]. recognizes
[HESK15a, HESK15b]. Recognizing [MA17]. recombinant
[Ewe18, HCML15]. recombination
[KHA+18, LTC+16, LCD+17, QSZ+17a, QSZ+17b]. recombinational
[LS16, Lov18]. reconstitute [MG16]. Reconstitution [BPL+18].
reconstitution [Sle16]. recovery [MRGWB+16, SGB+17]. RECQ
[CNA+17]. REQ-like [CNA+17]. RECQ5 [UDH+16]. recruit
[BDK+18, CZL+15, KNL+17, Sho15-50]. recruited [CPEE+15, WIS+17].
recruiters [CWL+16]. recruiting [KMC+19]. recruitment [APHH+19,
BBK+16, BMW+18, EJK+16, GPS+17, HM+19, KJF+18, LSMG18,
LCD+17, MF18, MHSD+15, MDC+16, SKZ+18a, WTC+19, WMB+15].
recruits [BVR+17, CR18, MKS+17, RHC+16]. recycle [Les15b, Les16].
recycling [Bhu15b, BSP16, CPBG9, CYL+18, DMS+15, FC16, GLSS+15b,
GLSS+15a, HHM15, LR+19, LW+18, MP17a, MBS+18, MPH+15,
PAC+15, Sho15-45, SE18, ZDSM+18]. redistribution [BNB+15]. redox
[MRWM18]. redox-regulated [MRWM18]. reduce
[HSK+16, PKN+15, Sho16w]. reduced [LJ17a, PCP17]. reduces [MBC+19].
reduction [SXE+19, VXF+15]. redundantly [CTI+19]. reemergence
[EWL16]. reestablishment [LCP+15]. Reevaluating [BKG+15].
Reevaluation [MGE+15]. refilling [WZG+17]. reformation [MBG+18b].
regeneration [GBRH15, LRH+15, MSK+19, NWD+19, Sho16-33, ZYL+16].
regenerative [GBK+16, TSJ+15]. region [BBMM+16, MTC+19, SPWM15].
regions [BA18, EGY+19, NKH+19, NPÖ+17, PBL+19, SER+15].
regression [VAKB+18]. regulate [AGL+15, BMC15, BNKB15, CNA+17,
CWZ+15, CTI+19, CL19, DMB+18, DDAR+16, DJV+16, DCO+12,
DCO+16, DLL+18b, HKG+18, HMM+19, HBDW+15, HM19, KHRL17,
KPEJ17, KNL+17, LGH+18, LWF+15, MCCL+15, MPW+19, MCQG+17,
MYN+17, NYTT+16, NLBA+15, PUTM15, PPK+16, RHCS+16, Sch17a,
Sho15-39, WLM+15, YWdh+17, YSM+17, ZWS+16]. regulated
[CKS+15, DB15b, EFM17, JAHH18, MRWM18, MWSM18, MWSM19, ST17,
TL17, zLSSS+18]. regulates
[BPH+18, BSL+15, BBSA+16, CANG+17, CCQ+18, CEM+15, DMC+16,
DCM+17, DCF+17, FSB+15, FRP+17, FLG+18, GLL+18a, GLJ+17, GLS+15,
GCA+17, GCC+18, HBWY18, HGD+15, iHMM+17, HMM15, IKK+18,
JHC+16, JGCAC+15, KNPC16, KG15, KZW+18, KJTY19, KBB+15,
KBB+16, LWZ+18, LRM+19, LCM+16, LSMG18, LMR+17, LSJY+15, LJ17b,
LJL+15, LM16, LZD+16, LSS+15, Log17, LDMW+15, MFVS18, MPMP+16,
MW+16, NKP+15, NLH+19, OG16, OWV+19, PLH18, PMHB17,
PMRMS17, PDZ18, PM15, QSZ+17a, QSZ+17b, RBZ18, RHJW18, RSR05,
RsV+W+15, SPMM+17, SBS+18, SENL+15, SR17b, TCP+18, TF16, TW+17,
TN18, TkS+18, TSK+19, UOT+16, UBBSM15, VTG+16, VL15,
WTS17, WDM+15, WWT18, WCL+18, WSP+18, WHS+19, WKM+15,
XWZ+15, YTGA16, ZPT+15, ZLG+15, ZGZ+15, ZAAN17, dIFevW+15].
Regulating [ABPS17, FG15, Har16, FBX+15, GCJ+15, GCH15, HSB+19,
HQW15, IGK+16, IYP+18, KGN+15, LLK+17, LTS17, MpDN+17, RDH+19,
SSV+18, SYD+15, WYHG17, WBNH18, XJJG+17, YAHH15, ZTR+17].
Regulation [CYH+16, CHS+17, CAI+15, CAA+17, Far16, KSL+17, LEM17,
MF16b, PC17, RMMMS+17, TMJ+17, TM18, ZAT+19, ABP+19, AOL+18,
AKD+17, BBS+17, Can17, CCL17, DZL+15, DB15a, FAH+17, GCZ+19,
GP17, HH18, HDA+17, HZH+15, JNS+19, LAMACE+17, LJ16, LJ5+16a,
LJ5+16b, LZH+18, MGA19, MC16, MSK+19, MSL16, NNH17, NII19,
NPÖ+17, OBS+17, PTMP+15, PMP+17, SJJ+19, SXT16, Sch17b, STF18,
SK16b, SK18a, SL19, YWW17, ZCL+15, vGWC+18, CLV17]. regulator
[CJ17, EMB+15, FG15, FDIV+17, KBJ16, PBP+15, QJP+17, QPSZ+17,
SLW+18, SIO+16, SIBM17, VWM+18, VMP16, WPA+18, Die17]. regulators
[BCMM+19, CPP+18, KJC+15, MCGM15a, MCGM15b, WZC+15].
regulatory [DUL+19, JGCAC+15, POTZ15, RND+17, SM18, SBC+16a,
SBC+16b, VZB19, WBL+15, WHB+18, ZLG+15]. reinnervation [SCP+15].
reintroduction [kDBKvdK15, SKVvdK15]. rejection [vHGD+15]. related
[BM15, CD18, DMC+16, MGE+15, VAB+18, CKKG17]. relates [LLZ+19].
relations [BFPD19]. relationships [CID17, TKM16]. relative [CZW+18].
relax [GF16]. relaxation [GBD+18]. relaxes [EW17]. RELCH [SiYM+18].
RELCH/KIAA1468 [SiYM+18]. release
[BLZ+15, BZG+17, CZZ+15, DNMB16, Das17, GSD+15, MWSM18,
rigidity [CLO+19]. rigorous [JW19]. RII [IKK+18]. ring

[CHP+17, GSP+18, MSK+18, Mar16b, Sho15-63, SOP+16, SWC+17, SKZ+18b, SHO+15-74, WMB+15, XS16]. rings

[Gli17, Mar16b, RBP+17, Roy16, Sho16f]. RIP [Sho15-51]. RIPK3

[SPH+19, ZB19]. RISC [KNL+17]. Rme [GLSS+15b, GLSS+15a]. Rme-8

[GLSS+15b, GLSS+15a]. RNA [ACG+15, BSP+17, CS16b, DBS18, GHS16a, GHS16b, HBS+15, HKM+15, HLST19, JBMM16, LOG15, LJ16, NHA+19, Nld+18, NPÖ+17, O’D17d, PST18, SH17, YCSJ+17, YLND+16].

RNA-binding [NldG+18, NPÖ+17, YLND+16]. RNA-interacting

[HBS+15]. RNAi [NDL17]. RNAi [Cas17b, POTZ15]. RNase [MY+16].

RNase-sensitive [MY+16]. RNF11 [SIÖ+16]. RNP


ROBO1/Rac/FAK [LCM+16]. Robust [SOP+16, DOH+17, JDZ+16].

ROCK1 [NLBA+15]. rod [DSA15, GPS+17]. role

[AATP17, BRACA+15, CAP+16, FC15, FB15, FTDC17, GRU18, GAS+15, JGCA+15, LCD+17, LNH+15, MP17a, MHSD+15, MGE+15, MWF+15, NYW+17, NP15, OKY+16, RND+17, Sho16g, SR17a, SL+15, VBJ+18a, VBJ+18b, YGW+17, Zhu17, CYH+16]. Roles [POE+16, ABP+19, CR17, DKR+19, FFATC15, GDV19, GAS+18, KGN+15, KOIT+16, LYO15, MSS+17, POTZ15, Pow15k, RGMM18, RC15, SD16b, WBH18, ZTR+17].


Röper [O’D16b]. Ror [Sho15-50]. Ror2 [RSCR15]. ROS

[SAO+17, WBH18]. Rosa [B15b]. Rotating [ST16b]. rotation

[SBC+16a, SBC+16b, ZCH+18]. route [SHO+15-47, ZDSM+18]. RPE

[JRL+15]. rRNA [BPH+15]. RSC [SHO+18g]. RSG1 [ALLA18]. Rsp5

[SE19]. ruffles [PH18]. ruffling [CHC+18]. ruler [CWZ+18]. rules

[TRM+16]. run [Sed15g, Sed15i, TCP+15]. runs [Gli17]. rupture

[CMTI+15, HH16, LW16a, NS15, NKN+15, XIZ+18]. ruptures [HSK+19].

Rusan [O’D17f]. Rusty [S116b]. RZZ [MKA+17].

S. [LTRW15, YTL15]. S149 [TT19, PKS+19]. S729 [TCP+18]. SAC

[CYL+18, SHO+15-45]. SAC-1 [CYL+18]. Sac-rificed [SHO+15-45]. Sac1

[VMR+19]. Sac2 [HLM+15, NMN+15]. Sac2/ [NMN+15]. Saccharomyces

[LKM+15a]. Saccharopine [LH19, ZWW+19]. safe [Les17]. Sag [XZW+15].


Sall4 [Les15y, XTS+15]. Sally [Pow15]. Salmonella [SKL+18, HGG+17].

SAM [WEQ+15]. Sam37 [WEQ+15]. SAM68 [PPB+15, MYT+16]. Sanz

[O’D18g]. saps [Les15-29]. sarcoma [CSF+17, CSF+18].

sarcoma-associated [CSF+17, CSF+18]. satellite [RHPH+18].

satisfaction [K17b]. scaffold [B19c, CANG+17, FLG+18, GFV+15, HHH+19, KBB+15, KBB+16, LJP+15]. scaffolds [GBB+19, SZK+19]. scale

[BJO+16, CWCG19, LMM16, SWD+19, TAR15]. scales [LDM15]. scaling
Schwann


search [HKH16]. Sema3d [CST17]. self-replicating [SYK17]. selective [VZFG17]. sensitivity [Sho18e]. Selective [MTM17, BPW17, CCY17, KJON17, LLAC18a, LLAC18b, MOS18, MPW19, MFP17, VR18, VKJ15]. selectively [VZFG18]. Self


[MG18, AIK16, CNRR17, DCB15, GG16, Sho15-40]. senescence-associated [AIK16, GG16]. senescent [DCB15]. Sense

[Sch19, CWCG19, Nie16, Sed15], Sed15s. sensitivity [Sch19]. sensing [CNRR17, McM19, TM18]. sensitive [RBZ18, MYT16]. sensitivity

[MMW16]. sensitize [VAKB18]. sensor

[KOV16a, KOV16b, WGHE18]. sensory [CKJ15]. Sentin [GCL15]. separate [MRK18]. Separating [KJ16]. separation

[BDW19, LSJY15, LDP15, RSG15, Woo18]. septin

[BJO16, GMTL18, RBC17]. Septins [DS16b, LMM16, PMW18, CWCG19, GFI16, McM19, RBC17, Sho16-32, Sed15h]. Seq

[SDH17]. Sequence

[SDT17, POTZ15, VYM18]. Sequence-dependent [SDH17]. sequences

[BHB18]. sequentially [LDR19]. sequester [BA18]. sequestering

CID17, CL19, GBB19. scan [Sho15-38]. scanning [SBR15]. scar

[RMMS17, FLLM17]. SCAV [LCZ16]. SCAV-3 [LCZ16]. scenic [Roy16]. scents [Bea16]. schizophrenia [Sho16g]. Schuldiner [Sed16c].

severe [ZT15]. severely [NOS+15]. severing [LNS+19, MRM18, NLS+18]. sexual [CM18]. Sey1p [YSW+15]. SFI1 [KMC+19, SER+15]. SFT

[SSM+18]. SFT-4 [SSM+18]. SFT-4/ [SSM+18]. Sgs1 [CNA+17]. Shade [Sed15x]. Shao [Sed15]. Shape [TKM16, FG16, Jor16d, LCM+16, LMD+16, O’D19b, PCM16, SPE+17a, SK18a, UGG18, Pow15f].
Shape-shifting [Pow15f]. shapes [JJB+19, MCS+15]. Shaping [SIBM+17, JHC+16, LDG18, O’D17a, O’D17d]. share [Sed15-54]. Sharma [Inf19a]. Sharon [Sed16c]. She1 [ZAT+17]. shear

[BLO+16, FDR+16, Nie16]. shed [FD18]. Sheding

[HYC16, SAK+18, LFT+16]. sheds [RMQ17]. sheet [FGR+18, WS18]. shell [Ver18]. shift [WHL+17]. shifting [CKM+16, May15, Pow15f]. Shiga


[JzKb+15, Sho15-54]. Simplex [BBBFS+18, Jor16c, Sho18c]. sides [Sho15b]. simplex [BG18]. Signal1 [SIP+16]. signal

[AS17, CHB+16, GGA+17, KBT+15, KDE+15, Sho17h, Sho17i]. signaling [AUTM+16, APHH+19, ASM+15, BBJ+18, BBMA+16, BSP16, BDZ+15, CD18, CI16a, CAA+17, CNR+17, CRA+19, CJ17, CAA+17, CAA+17, CGK+17, DGS+18, DL+18, ED17, EPP+16, FVF+16, FG16, FC19, FLS+16, GPA+18, GKK16a, GKK16b, GDB+15, GP17, GLS+15b, GLS+15a, GCV+18, GKK+16, GP+19, GYS18, GKC+17, GKG+18, HPW+17, HHS+16, HB18, IdSBC+16, JJJW+17, JKA+15, JYM1+16, JYM+17, KZ1+18, KZ1+18, KNL+17, KLS+19, LK+17, LDU+16, LR18, LFT+16, LKM+15b, MBT+16, MPW+19, MYN+17, OKN+16, OWW+19, PDZ18, PLD+15, PHJW+18, RC15, SBS+18, Sch19, Sch17b, SSV+18, Sed15x, SD19, Sho15y, Sho17b, SL19, SYK+17, THA+16, TCWM18, TSJ+15, VBJ+18a, VBJ+18b, WBNH+18, WVL+15, XNJ+19, XJG+17, YZZ+15, YPY+15, YSR+18, ZLG+15, dIFEvW+15, vDFVM+17, ODH19]. signals

[CF15, CST+17, CPB+16, KJM+18, LCC+15]. signature [SBG+17]. signatures [PCK+17]. silence [RMTR17]. Silencing


[LPRW+17]. SIRF [RLS+18a, RLS+18b]. SIRFing [BG18]. siRNA

[MLJ+16, SIBM+17]. SIRP [LBV+17]. sisRNAs [Sho15-52]. sister
[SNB+18, TH18]. sisters [Lov18]. site
[CGY+19, NP15, PAM+16, SSM+18, SZ17a]. sites [BDK+18, CR18,
GSRG+18, GCW+16, GBM+15, KHA+18, KBJ16, KLMC+18, LFK+17b,
MK17, MLSK+18, MYN+17, NC18, OLL+17, PMHB17, PHA+17, RBP+17,
SA19, SKZ+18a, VMR+19, VGA+15, XIZ+18, ZNR+18]. situ
[NDC+19, RLS18a, RLS18b]. size
[AOL+18, AWS+18, GM18, LDM15, LK17, PCP17]. size-dependent
[AOL+18]. Ska [ACRM17, RGM+16]. skeletal
[LH+15, PLG+15, SFZ+17]. Ski2 [VLZ15]. Ski2-family [VLZ15]. skin
[CA+15, FC15, Fuc15, Sho15-64, XWZ+15]. SLAMF1 [YSR+18]. Sl15
[FTD17]. slide [Sho16u]. sliding [RFO+16]. Slip [Bra16]. slippage
[BHS+16]. Sli [Sho16-28, CRPSC+19, MvVV+16]. slow
[Bro19, CDT+19, GHD+17, SCP+15]. Slp3 [MDC+16]. Slp3/Rab27b
[MDC+16]. Slp4a [VKJ+15]. Sm [PMP+17]. Smad [FVF+16]. small
[ALLA18, CGD+18, FB15, GGC+17, MF16b, MC15, RS16, TLMG+15,
YHG+17]. Smallish [BPH+18]. SMN2 [PPB+15]. Smoothened
[PHS+16]. SMRTer [Sho15-53]. Smurf1 [WWZ+17]. Snail
[ST16a, WW16]. Snail-dependent [WW16]. Snail1 [LDP+15].
Snail-dependent [LDP+15]. SNAP [Sho16z]. SNAP23 [KOIT+16].
SNARE [BPL+18, DR16, GRU16, KCB+16, SKL+18, XLW+18].
SNAREing [Too18]. SNAREs [LKM+15a, Sho15-54]. snRNPs [MCM+17].
SNX [KON+17, SDHC17]. Snx13 [HZB+15]. Snx14 [DLH+19]. SOCE
[CCL17]. SOD1 [CGBD+17]. software [BDAW15]. solid [HCN+15].
solidify [Sho15i]. Solidifying [Sho15-55]. soluble [CS16a, SSM+18].
solution [Con16]. solutions [MB15]. soma [KM18b]. somal [GDV19].
Somatic [LY15, ZW+19, CACL16, VML+17, YYM+18, YDM+18].
Something [SS18]. Song [O'D18a]. Sophie [Pow16e]. sortilin
[ZDO+15]. sortilin-independent [ZDO+15]. Sorting [Sed15p, Sho15-56, Sho16-29,
VR18, AFXS16, CR17, CBM+16, CCY+19, GNM16, KMBO+15, LKM+15b,
MGJ+16, NEW+17, OFP+19, Sho15-41, SAT+17, SDW+19]. Sotomayor
[Blu15a]. source [BDAW15, Ewe18, MB15, UBR+17]. sources [ISCB+16].
Sowing [Infl8c]. Sox9 [CRA+19]. space [BPW15, Jor16c, MRWM18].
spastic [AEP+17]. SPAT [TNP+15]. SPAT-1 [TNP+15]. SPAT-1/Bora
[TNP+15]. SPATA7 [DER+18]. Spatial [AS17, CS16a, WV18a, WW17,
BS16, BDZ+15, CBB15, OLL+17, WLC+17, vdFVM+17]. spatially
[HSB+19, LFK+17b, MSV+19]. Spatiotemporal
[HHM15, JiZyYmP15, UGG18, FLS+16, NVP17]. SPB [SER+15]. Special
[Sho15-57]. Specialized [SG18b, SG18a]. specific [ADBST+15, ASM+15,
BDK+18, DBL15, CRPSC+19, CSS+18, CBF+18, DER+18, FCB+09,
FCB+19, GFH+16, ITN+17, KMK+17a, KMK+17b, KYN+18, LL17,
LHT+19, MGJ+16, PTK16, PMRMS17, SG18a, SG18b, WWZ+18].
specificities [PKC+16]. specificity [BS17b, Kaw17, WWZ+18]. specifies
[BBK16, JRH+16]. speck [BS17a, KST+17a, KST+17b]. speckle [PABM16].
speckles [Les16i, WWW+18]. Spector [Jor16c]. spectral [PCK+17].
spectraplakin [WRV15]. spectrins [FLG+18]. spectrometry [SKG17].


[ABF+16, BNKB15, KD17b, Sho15-58, ZCH+18, AvdH16, APHH+19, BBS+17, BTV16, BCS+17, BS17b, CHS+17, CSC+15, FFATC15, FTDC17, FC19, FBX+15, GHS16a, GHS16b, HAPC+19, HK15, IBFDB18, IWM+16, IG15, KNPC16, KY15, LSMG18, LDG+15, ML15a, MSLK+18, MGW18, iNL+19, NHCBI5, NDC+19, OSR+15, PUTM15, PMRM17, PDZ18, PCP17, RO18, RND+17, SLW+18, SFG+17, SPWM15, Sho15h, Sho15u, Sho15-59, SHO+18g, TWD+17, UOT+16, VGY+17, WG16, Woo18, YLW+15, YAH15, YTT15, ZLD16, ZAT+17]. spindle-centering [ZCH+18].

Spindle-E [ABF+16]. spindles [Das17, GSC+16, Sho15w, Sho18e]. Spindly


spliceosomal [PMP+17]. Splicing


SPR2 [NLS+18]. spread [Sho15-61, VZ17]. spreading [BVR+17, FVF+16]. sprouting [NWD+19]. spurs [Sho16-32]. SQSTM1 [WCY+16a, WCY+16b].

squeeze [LIW+16a]. Squeezing [SR17a]. SR [BMS+17, HR17]. Src

[GBD+18, KG15, CEM+15, DPS+18, HHS+16, Sho18f, WWY+18]. Src-

[GBD+18]. Src-mediated [WWY+18]. Src [RHPH+18, FBBRC18].

stability [AGL+15, BRH+16, Can19, CQB+19, EFM17, HPB19, HSN+16, KGN+15, LLL+18, MIHD+15, PBG+15, SSV+18, TF19, WGHE+18, XSSJ18, YSM+17, ZAT+17]. Stabilization

[QYC+17, BSL+15, DBC+15, LNS+19, PSL+17, SID+18]. stabilize [BGJ+16, DSvNA+15a, DSvNA+15b, KMC+19, RHC+16]. stabilizes [ASZ+18, ALY+17, DLZ+15, EG19, GBK+17, GBM+15, JKD+19, NIS+16, SMA+19]. stabilizing [NKPV+15]. Stable


[BPS+16, Ver16]. start [Les15i]. starting [Sch15]. Starvation

[MOS+18, MTGG18, NPU+16, Svs+16, VTG+16, vLvdKR18]. Starving

[Les15-27]. STAT3 [RMMS+17]. state

[BMS+17, HLW+15, HAPC+19, SRI+19]. states [JPD+16, RRM+17, VRK+17, VWM+18]. static [Nel17]. stationary

[GSKL+18]. status [MF18]. stay [FV17, Sho15-32, Sho16a]. Staying [SA19].


Talin [GY814, KOV+16b, GLC+19, KOV+16a], talk [MTB16, SZR+15, TF16, WB18], tally [OG16]. Tamas [O'D18e]. TAN [SHW+17], tandem [GLC+19]. tangential [NYW+17]. tango [SHo15q, Pfe16]. TANGO1 [Gli17, MKS17, RBP+17, SNOBM16, LFK+17b].


Taking [Les16g, SA19, Jor16f, Pow15i, Pow15j]. TALE [Bob17]. TALI [SNOBM16].
MG16, Sho17i, SB17. three-alarm [Sho17i]. three-step
[MSW18, MSW17]. Three-tier [FAH17]. threshold [WXC18].
thrombopoiesis [NNK15]. Thrombospondin [RKK18]. throughout
[MG19]. TLR3 [HCS16]. TIW3 [RMS17]. TLR4 [MB17a, O’D18c, O’D18g, Sed15k, Sed15w, Sho18b, TH18].
Tolerance [SBM17, Sho17l, SBC17]. TLR5 [WLJ18].
Tracking [dlRHM17, Jor16c, Les16f, MSvO17, O’D18a, SPJ18].
Toll-like [SS19].

Toxoplasma [Sho16-36].

Tools [PBG18]. tool [LBH18]. toolbox [FBPN15].

Top[i] [CRC15]. Topo [AFG16, EJK16, YTG16, LRS17].

Topoisomerase [ABGG16, EjK16, YTG16, LRS17].

topology [GRU18, MRWM18, SLG18]. TORC1
[MP17a, MYN17, vdfVM17]. TORC1-independent [MP17a]. TORC2
[LT19b, MYN17, RMB19, VMP16]. TORC2-mediated [VMP16].

touchy [Les15p]. touchy-feely [Les15p]. toxicity [MCH18].

toxin [LH19, SIBM17]. Toxoplasma [RNP17]. TPX2
[AATP17, BCM18, Can19, FBX15]. TPX1 [MSK18]. TPX1 [GX16]. Tracking [Av18, EFM17, Sho15-33].

Tracking [DB15b, Sho16-35, JPD16, SPJ15, PH16, Pow15h].

traction [DPG18, JlZhYmP15]. traffic
[DS16b, HHT16, In19a, Jor16e, MAJ17, MP17b, WDM15, WHS19].

Trafficflicking [dlRHM18, Bhs17, BKH15, BCR16, CJ17, DCO12, DCO16, DLBMA15, EPF16, FEL17, Far16, FCB09, FCB19, GLS15, GSS17, IM16, MRGW16, MSC19, MF17, MF16b, ODH19, SSC19, SIBM17, Sar17, Zso105, ZWS16]. trail [Pow15a, Sho15a].

Trains [YNN18]. TRAP [HSN18]. TRAM [YK18]. TRAMM

trans [CB16, DSvNA15, DSvNA15, GKK16, GKK16b, Sed15p].
trans-endocytosis [GKK16a, GKK16b]. trans-Golgi [CBM+16, Sed15p].
trans-interaction [DSvNA+15a, DSvNA+15b]. Transcription
[EMR5+18, BMP+18, BGH18, Cas17a, CDF+18, DAG+15, Ger18, HHHG17,
LT18, NWFY15, PBG+15, RHCS+16, SPK+18, Sed16b, TSB+18, UD+16].
Transcriptional [OBY+17, SK18a, VRK+17, Bob17, CMM+15, CIK+17,
DMG+18, FBBRCA+18, GCVAGS+18, HCS+18, KF18, QJP+17, SIO+16,
SXT16, XMJ+19]. transcriptome [LJ16]. transcriptomics [WHB+18].
transcytosis [NDL17]. transducer [ITN+17]. transduces [VCD+15].
Transducing [CF15]. transduction [KBT+15]. transfer
[AFO+16, CPC15+15, NY18, KTK+18]. transferrin [DNM16].
transforming [KKD+16]. Transient [LXR+15]. transit
[BGH18, WWW+18]. Transition
[VPD+16, DCF+17, LWZ+19, RDO+15, SXT16, SSPD15, YNN18].
translating [KP18, O’D19c]. Translation
[PBL+19, PBS+16, PH16, SPMM+17, SG18a, SG18b, VLP+15].
Translational [NP0+17, Inf18c, SL19]. translationally [SENL+15].
translesion [Sho15-36, TSFP+15]. translocate [CST+17, RDN+19].
translocates [PLH18]. translocation
[CCQ+18, GDV19, IKRM16, SSL+17, TYD+15, Wyo17]. translocon
[KDV+15, SCG17]. Transmembrane [GSM+15, GKG+18, SLG+18].
transmigration [NLH+19]. Transmission
[SLG+18, KOV+16a, KOV+16b, PKN+15]. transmitted [FSF+15].
transport [BMP+18, BCH+17, CPBG19, CDT+19, CNN+17, CGPB17,
CZL+15, CHH+15, CCY+19, DOA+17, DDAR+16, GHD+17, GYK+17,
GWF17, JERL+15, JNW15, KKC+19, KLHC+18, KOK+19,
KJON+17, LCTP17, LE16, LLS+18, LDG+15, Mes16, MWT+16, NiYT+16,
NNH17, O118b, OOT+18, RM19, RFG19, SIO+16, SD19, SMK+18, Sho15-35,
SDCH17, VGB+17, VXF+15, XTT+18, YTH+17, YDM+18, YWW17,
YSM+17, ZYL+16]. transmitted [ADST+15]. transporter
[HDA+17, MST+15]. transporters [MYN+17]. transports
[SS19, TBK+16, VYB+19]. trap [SAO+17]. TRAP [RGM18].
TrappC12 [MHSD+15]. TRAPP [TF16]. TRAPPII [TJF18]. trapping
[GGC+17]. traps [WWT18]. trash [Bll15b, VR18]. travels [SS19]. TrCP
[XWZ+15]. Tre1 [LL17, TCWM18]. treated [MHA+16]. treatment [BS18].
treatments [ZDM+15]. TREX [EMRS+18]. TREX-2 [EMRS+18]. triage
[Sed15a]. tricellular [SLM+15]. trichoplein [IGK+16]. TRIF [YSR+18].
TRIF-dependent [YSR+18]. trigger [TNP+15]. triggered
[BNO+15, SMK+18]. triggering [DK16, ZB19]. triggers [LHT+19].
trilayered [KJZ+19]. TRIM [KJC+15]. TRIM-mediated [KJC+15].
TRIM3 [SVD+15]. TRIM37 [WXFS17]. TRIM’d [Sho15x]. trimer
[KJON+17]. trimeric [LMPG+15]. TRIMming [Sho15-68]. Trio
[DKM+15, KLS+19]. trip [Les15m]. TRIP13 [NHC15]. triphosphate
tropomyosin [TBK+16]. tropomyosin-dependent [TBK+16]. trouble
U5 [MCM+17]. ubiquinone [VGB+17]. ubiquitin

vivo
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